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Central Washin ton Un1vers1ty

Ellensburg, Washington

Controversy
Residence Hall Council chair
dumped 2 weeks after elected
By ALAN ANDERSON
Editor of The Observer
In a controversial move, the Residence
Hall Council removed chairman-elect Doug
Pahl from his office at a meeting last
Wednesday and has scheduled a new election to fill the vacancy.
Pahl defeated Sue Sparks for the council's
highest office April 4, the first RHC meeting
he had ever attended.
Residence Hall Council is a form of student government that represents the in·
terests of the approximately 2,500 students
living on campus. The council is made up of
two representatives from each of the 17
halls.
The majority of its funding comes from
proceeds from residence hall pop machines
and that money is spent to promote hall activities.
RHC is administered by five non-voting
members, elected each winter quarter. The
organization decided last quarter to
postpone the election this year until spring.
Nominations for the positions were taken
at the final meeting of winter quarter and
the first meeting of spring. Pahl was
nominated and elected at the first spring
meeting.
According to current RHC Chair Leslie
Bethards, Pahl's previous lack of involvement in the group is probably what resulted
in the move to replace him.
"Doug was elected and people were very
concerned," she said. "He's never been to
an RHC meeting. He's only lived on campus
one quarter. He doesn't know how RHC
works because he's never been (to a
meeting).
"People are saying to me, 'My God, how
did this guy get in,' " she said.
Bethards speculated that a few RHC
members began looking for a technicality
which would allow the organization to
replace Pahl.
She said the attitude seemed to be: "We're
RHC and we can do anything we want. He's
never been to a meeting. Why did he get
voted in? We have to do something about
this. We can find something, somewhere."
What the members found was a motion
allegedly made Feb. 23 which contradicted
the officer eligibility requirements
stipulated in the RHC constitution and
stated that for this year's election, the requirements would be those outlined in a
new, yet-to-be-adopted constitution.

The current constitution stipulates that to
be eligible for elected office. the candidate
must "reside in a university residence hall
one quarter prior to. and during their term of
office."
The wording of the proposed. constitution
states an officer ..shall be required to have
lived in a residence hall for two quarters
prior to elections.··
Pahl has lived in a CWU residence hall
since the beginning of winter quarter. Under
the constitution, he was eligible to run.
Under the motion made Feb. 23. he wasn't.
But three major problems have emerged:
• The Feb. 23 motion to bypass the existing constitution is not listed in the
minutes of the meeting and no written
record of such a decision is available.
• Many have questioned whether RHC can
make the decision to bypass its own constitution without going through a proper
amendment procedure.
• The officer eligibility requirements were
not read at the April 4 meeting at which Pahl
was elected.
At a meeting April 18. the council narrowly approved a motion by Sue Lombard
representative Shane Inch to correct the
minutes of the Feb. 23 meeting and include
the alleged eligibility motion.
Bethards said most of the representatives
didn't understand lnch"s motion and its
repercussions. Nonetheless. from that action, Pahl was declaTed ineligible to run for
office, the election was voided and a new one
was set for May 2.
But Pahl doesn"t consider the motion to
change the minutes strong enough to
remove him from office. He says the council
never addressed that issue specifically and
he still considers himself chairman.
"They can't vote to re-vote. and they can't
vote to change the minutes:· he said. "As
far as I'm concerned. rm still the chairperson. I was eligible. I was elected. They didn't
recall me, and that•s all there is to it."
Pahl said he plans to address the RHC at
its meeting next Wednesday ~d if he's not
reinstated, he'll appeal to the all-campus
Judicial Council.
That council has the ultimate decisionmaking power on campus. ~d according to
Assistant Dean of Students Deacon Meier.
the faculty-student group could hand down
any number of decisions.
"They're the ultimate judicial body,"

See CONTROVERSY, Page 3A.
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LESLIE BETHARDS: "It's a mess. If I had my way, none of this would
have happened."

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

JOHN SONNEN: "I did advise them to take the course of action they
did. I stand by what I advised them to do."

Calling it Quits

Inside

Ellensburg's own 'Lucky Pierre' performed at The Ranch last weekend in
its last Ellensburg appearance. 1B.

Murder

Star

Controversial Policy

Ugly Bear
Tavern owner
charged with
first-degree
murder. 12A.

Rodnie Taylor
enrolls at CWU,
plans to play
basketball next
fall. 78.

Central's housing policy has been a topic of controversy since it began in
the 1920s. 4A.

Petition Drive
The ASC Board of Directors is
scheduled to begin an incorporation
petition drive beginning May 10. 9A.

Nationally .
Indian drop-out rate on the upswing
SALT LAKE CITY - American Indians,
threatened, frustrated and confused by the
melting pot of American education, are
dropping out of school at twice the rate of
other students.
"It's a tragedy. Not only is the nation at
risk, as the recent federal report on education points out, but Indian nations within a
nation are at even greater risk," said Glenn
Latham, a Utah State University professor
who has studied the plight of Indian
students.
"Without an education, an Indian is never
going to function freely and Independently
in society," Latham said. His only options
will be those open to him on the reservation
- and that's alarming."
Latham, in an eight-month study of
federal and state schools, confirmed the findings of other researchers before him - that
half of all Indian children are dropping out of
a school system described by educators and
Indian leaders as unresponsive and
deplorable.
They blame the Bureau of Indian Affairs
for some problems, saying Indians - not
federal bureaucrats - must decide for
themselves how BIA-funded schools should

be run. Pending lawsuits and federal legislation would strengthen their say.
However, the majority of Indian children
study in local public schools. So blame also
is attributed to the general condition of
education and special problems faced by
students from a culture far removed from
mainstream America.
Some especially troubled students have
found a last chance in off-reservation boar·
ding schools, where special programs and
counseling have eased them through what
has been an ordeal of education elsewhere.
But the BIA is phasing out those boarding
schools. One of the first to be closed - the
lntermountain Inter-tribal School - is considered among the finest for its programs of
rehabilltation and its secure setting in the
quiet Mormon town of Brigham City, Utah.
Its last class will graduate May 26.
Varied as the reasons might be, the result
of Indian educational problems is specific.
Indian unemployment ranges from 35 per·
cent to 85 percent, depending on the reservation, and income among 75 percent of all
Indian families is below the poverty level.
Latham said.
"What we have is a school system that is

Campus Capsule
A SPEECH BY HENRY KISSINGER at the
University of Texas-Austin prompted a protest and a lawsuit. The Committee in
Solidarity with the people of El Salvador
(CISPES) unsuccessfully sued the university
over its restriction against vocal protests.
CISPES did gain the right for non-students
to pass out literature at the speech site.
CISPES members were not among the 53
people - including 17 students - arrested
in a demonstration against Kissinger.
Protestors were arrested for yelling during
the speech. waving banners and generally
disrupting the presentation.
COMMENCEMENT CONCERNS: The
Washington State University commence·
ment committee hopes to restrict the "carnival atmosphere" prevailing at recent
events by changing the program. Students
will sit in chairs on the main floor, rather
than in bleachers, and will see a much
shorter program, since most speeches, the
hooding of Ph.D. students and other activities are being eliminated.

FOUR PIECES OF ART DISPLAYING
NUDE FIGURES were taken down from a
student show by Brigham Young University
officials. Some families visiting the exhibit
had complained about the drawings. Art
faculty members agreed not to continue exhibiting the drawings, but said they were
not erotic.
OVERNIGHT GUESTS OF THE OPPOSITE
SEX probably won't be allowed in the dorms
at the University of Kansas next year.
They're currently allowed if a student's
roommate agrees. But concern with security
from theft has prompted a change in the
rules. Student objections to the change~
may prompt a compromise.
A STUDENT CANDIDATE'S POSTER was
deemed inappropriate by Brigham Young
Univer5ity officials because it contained a
picture of people dressed like Boy George
and Culture Club. BYU officials said the
band promotes homosexuality and
transvestism.

In 1978, Congress passed a law designed
to improve BIA schools and provide Indians
with greater involvement. For the first time,
tribal school boards were to have the
authority of their public-school counterparts.
In March, the Navajo Indians filed suit in
U.S. District Court for New Mexico, claiming
the BIA had been dragging its feet in granting more power to tribal school boards. The
suit awaits action in Albuquerque.
Dan Rosenfelt, attorney for the Navajo
Area School Board Associations in Window
Rock, Ariz., said legislation pending in the
House would clarify the 1978 law and give
Indian school boards greater control over
spending and other matters.

THE ALCOHOL-INDUCED DEATH of a .
Tennessee State University fraternity
pledge was not hazing, a TSU panel has ruled. The fraternity, Omega Psi Phi, was found
guilty of hazing another pledge. It faces a
two-year extension of a three-year suspension imposed after the death of pledge Van
Watts.
A BOYCOTT OF COORS BEER was called off
at WSU, after organizers determined that
Coors President William Coors had not
make racist remarks in a recent speech. The
Graduate and Professional Student Association called the boycott, after reading news
accounts of the speech, but relented after
hearing a cassette tape - sent by Coors which showed he had been misquoted.
WHAT COLLEGE ACTIVITY IS MOST
HELPFUL to students' careers? When the
University of Texas counseling center asked
recent graduates that question, the No. 1
answer was: Partying. Social activities are
best for making future contacts, it seems.

FACED WITH AN OVERCROWDED
SCHEDULE and limited staff, .the Arizona
State University counseling and consultation service was forced to limit to 12 the
number of private counseling sessions a student may receive each semester. Limiting
one-on-one sessions will allow the service to
reach more students.
USE OF VIDEO GAMES may be declining
elsewhere, but not on college campuses.
College Union magazine reported in its April
issue that business in college union video arcades is still booming, thanks in part to promotions by the unions and to the constant
introductions of new, more challenging
games.
STUDENTS WANT HONORS, and they're
willing to work for them. Enrollment has
doubled since 1978 in · the rigorous
academic program at the Robert D. Clark
Honors College of the University of Oregon.
The director of the college says the college
can't realistically support more than 500
students. It has 410 now.

When you think of animals & feed think

& GARDEN CENTER

. , Fresh-cut Flowers
925-3176

tlcipation, but they feel alienated and there
have been few ways for them to become in·
volved," Noley said.
"Even now that the law has opened oppor·
tunities for them, they may not take advantage of them. People who come from a dif·
ferent background are anxiety-ridden about
participating in something they have felt
alienated from," Noley said. "It's a situation
that is difficult to overcome ...

National On-Campus Report

'Willia~ Plonst

alloJns

unresponsive, that has given Indian
children a negative self-image," said
Georgianna Tiger, education director for the
National Congress of American Indians in
Washington.
"They've been given textbooks that suggest their ancestors were bloodthirsty
heathens and, 10 years ago, an Indian student would have been beaten for speaking
his tribal language.
''We've made a lot of strides since then,
but we've got a long way to go. That's why.
we need to give Indian parents more input,"
said Tiger, a Blackfoot Indian.
Grayson Noley, a Choctaw Indian and
assistant professor of education at Penn
State University, said studies show increased confidence and achievement among
students whose parents participate on
school boards and in instructional programs.
"That's why Indian parents must become
involved," Noley said. "Many of them are
afraid of losing their cultural values. Well, if
they want their children to grow up in their
community and retain their values, then
they have to become involved in education.
"Indian parents are increasing their par-

House Plants

Daily Deliveries on Campus

ELLENSBURG FEED & SEED
We Stock Livestock Feeds & Supplements
Fann Supplies & Medications
Pet Foods & Pet Supplies
Tropical Fish & Exotic Birds
Professional Pet Grooming Shop
Open Sat. & Sun.
9:00to5:00
1442 Cascade Way
925-1435

Chinese and American food

Combination Dinner 2

$4.35

Sweet & Sour Spareribs
Pork Chow Mein
Fried Rice
Fortune Cookie

Sweet & Sour Prawns

$6.15 ·

Steamed Rice
Fortune Cookie
Many other combinations available!
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The Second Front
Ousted
· Pahl claims he didn't 'get a fair shake' from RHC membership
By ALAN ANDERSON
Editor of The Observer
Without even a mention of his name in the
motion, Doug Pahl was stripped of the
Residence Hall Council office he was elected
to only two weeks before. But he's not going
to take last Monday's decision by the council
as final.
Pahl. elected chairman of the
2,500-member residence hall governing
body on April 2, was determined ineligible
for the position last week after an alleged
motion made Feb. 23 was inserted into the
minutes of the meeting from which it was
originally omitted.
The motion made Pahl ineligible because
he has lived on campus only since he came
to CWU from Green River Community College in January. The inserted motion required that officers live on campus· at least
two quarters before the election.
The council has considered the first election void and plans another one May 2.
But Pahl maintains he was "railroaded"
out of office and plans to ask the council to
reconsider its decision at a meeting next
Wednesday. If that attempt fails, he says he
will appeal to the all-campus judicial council
for a final ruling.
"It's just a select number of people that
brought the grievance to the body," he said.
"I don't think I got a fair shake. It's more a
personal kind of grievance; that Sue Sparks
thinks she's more deserving of the·office."
Pahl defeated Sparks at the April 2 election, his first-ever RHC meeting. He says he
understands how people cou)d be upset by
that and expected that it could .caus~, some
controversy.
''If I had been planning to run for the office
all quarter and somebody showed up out of
the blue. then I'd probably be upset too," he
said. "But I'd probably take a little different
action.
"I was basically starting out with a total
lack of respect for the organization. If any
nobody could walk in and take their top-dog
spot. that says a lot about the character of
the organization. That's one of the main
things I planned to change.''
And Pahl said making such a change
means a total reorganization of RHC.
"I don't think RHC's opinion on anything
is respected," he said. "They serve their
purpose right now. but they have a lot more
potential than they are using."
He said first on his list of changes would
be conducting business with stricter
guidelines.
''They have no rules at all,'' he said.
·'They need to run things a little more professionally. It wouldn't take much effort to

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

DOUG PAHL: "I was basically starting out with a total lack of respect for the organization. If any nobody could walk
in and take their top-dog spot, that says a lot about the character of the organization. That's one of the main things I
planned to change."
get them where they are a real responsible
body."
Leslie Bethards, the current RHC chair,
said she didn't approve of. the council's
handling of the matter but was more concerned with the support Pahl could get from
the members if his appeal leads to reinstatement.
"The only thing I'm concerned about is
that if he goes through this whole process
and he can't get the members behind him,
he may have a lot of problems next year,"
she said.
But Pahl doesn't think having to appeal to

Even if there is a carry-over from this year,
be reinstated will affect his term next year.
"If it does, then I'll resign," he said. "If I Pahl is confident the representatives will
don't have the majority of the body behind understand why he pressed the issue to reme, then I can't lead people who don't want mp.in chairman.
"The reason I'm protesting this isn't
to be led by me. If that happens, I'll step
down.''
because I have a chip on my shoulder or
He said that since the representatives next because I'm upset about it and think I
year will be new ones, elected in their in- should get my office back," he said. "It's
dividual halls after fall quarter begins, his because if I don't, it's just going to be
problems relating to this incident will be another black spot on the record of RHC and
minimal.
·they're just going to keep going on with the
"As I see it, I'm going to start out with a bad practices they have been.
"I want it to be a positive move. It's not a
group of new reps next fall and a whole new
malicious kind of move."
RHC."

Controversy-Fro-mpa-ge1-A.----------~~~~--Meier said. "They have unlimited power."
According to Bethards, the entire incident
can be attributed to RHC's "outdated" constitut~on. Bethards said that in the three
yea.rS she has been involved in RHC, the
organization has used the constitution as a
"basic guideline," and has devised some
"common rules for the purpose of running
things in order.''
The current constitution is an unspecific,
handwritten document that has served as
the official guideline for the organization as
long as anyone can remember.
No one could tell The Observer how long it
had been in effect. Bethards said exceptions
to it are routinely made by a simple majority
vote of those present at a specific meeting.
Bethards said a new, more complete constitution is being drawn up and should be
presented to the membership for final ap-
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proval before the end of spring quarter.
Bethards insists that. because the group is
made up of residence hall members
volunteering to represent their hall, the informal parlimentary procedure followed by
RHC is necessary.
"It works for us." she said. "If tomorrow
we decide to go by this constitution hard and
fast. we're going to lose a lot of people.''
But Daren Hecker, a BOD member and
manager of Barto Hall, says stricter rules for
procedure must be followed, considering
RHC is second to the Associated Students as
the largest organization on Central's campus.
"I know RHC thrives on informality, but
making up things as you go al~ng is pushing
it." Hecker said. "Anyone can win when you
change the rules in the middle of the game.''
Jeff Morris, a resident of Quigley Hall and

also a BOD member. called RHC's decision
"unethical" and questioned its legality.
"Ethically, I don't think the action is
sound," he said. ''I've been involved in different organizations for a long time and I've
never seen anything like that happen in my
life. As a residence hall member, I was embarrassed to be involved."
Asked if she was comfortable that the
decision made by the council was the right
one, Bethards said, "No, but personally. I
don't have a say in that. I don't have a vote."
She said her job is only to bring the matter
before the general body and let the members
decide.
Bethards first started receiving phone
calls from people questioning Pahl's
eligibility the week after the election. She
said she went directly to John Sonnen, the
assistant director of residence living and ad-

viser to the group.
"My advice was. 'First of all. don't ignore
this,' " Sonnen said ... 'If someone was questioning the election, get it out in the open
right away,' which they did. My other advice .
was 'Don't you (the officers) try to make a
decision. It has to be left up to the members.'
Sonnen said he was comfortable with the
action taken.
"I did advise them to take the course of action they did. I stand by what I advised them
to do.''
Bethards said she expects it will take some
time to resolve the issue.
"This whole thing isn't over," she said.
"It's kind of just begun. Doug is appealing it,
and that's fine. I'm very glad he's doing it.
"It's a mess. If I had my way, none of this
would have happened."
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Unpopular policy
Central~s housing policy may be here'for good
A university policy requiring most
underclassmen to live in residence halls is
here to stay - at least until Central pays off
$13 million in building bonds.
University officials estimate that about 45
percent of Central's full-time students live in
the $66 million housing system. And, they
estimate, as many as 75 percent of them live
in the system because they are required.
The policy has been in effect for about 50
years. Initially, it was because faculty and
administrators believed resident students
tended to get a better education than those
living elsewhere.
The reasoning behind the policy changed
course 20 years ago, when bondholders asked the Board of Trustees to keep it to assure
maximum occupancy and enough income
to meet bond payments.
It has not been a popular policy.
Most students move out of residence halls
as soon as "possible, according to Jim
Hollister. director of housing services.
As they leave students have told Hollister
they wanted to "get away from the
freshmen," "go because they could," or to
have more time to study.
"I don't think it's because the environment fs terrib~e." Hollister said. "In any
given building, at any given time, it may
seem terrible."
The policy does not exist because the
university believes students are too immature to live on their own.
"We don't have that policy because of
maturity or lack of it," said Wendell Hill,
director of ~uxiliary services. "We don't
have that policy because you (students)
can't take care of yourselves."
Both Hill and Hollister pointed to other
public institutions with similar policies.
Washington State University also requires
freshmen to live in residence halls.
The university's power to create and enforce the policy is the same authority which
allows it to decide which classes are required, according to Hill.
The policy was challenged in 1972, when
Julia Tolman filed for an exemption and was
· denied. A year later, she took Central to
court, represented by the American Civil
Liberties l)nion.
The court threw out the case because she
had not appealed to the university's Board of
Trustees, where all formal appeals must end
up.
There is no record of a similar case being
heard before the U.S. Supreme Court or an
appeals court west of the Mississippi River.
"I have no doubt the courts would uphold
it," said Carl Keeler, director of residence
living.
In a 1977 report on the policy, Hill said
revocation would cause two immediate effects: Ellensburg would be overwhelmed
with students seeking apartments and bondholders would press legal action.
Approximately 2,900 students currently

JIM HOLLISTER possible.

Director of housing services, says most students move out of residence halls as soon as

live in university housing, with nearly 75
percent falling into the policy's jurisdiction.
according to Hill.
If the policy were lifted, he predicted a
scramble for rentals in Ellensburg; one
which would dry up available housing and
cause rents to skyrocket.
Hill estimated the city could accommodate 500 students, and that the remainder would have to stay in residence
halls or live three or four to each apartment.
Keeler and Hollister said they did not

know what would happen, but believe most
students would opt to live in residence halls
because the environment is a good one.
Bondholders, on the other hand, may have
specific legal reason to react to the policy.
Bond agreements in effect for more than 20
years have required the university to retain
the policy to insure maximum occupancy so
that the university can meet bond
payments.
Hill said that the university could require
many upperclassmen to live in residence

halls if necessary, but doubted whether the
rule would stand up in court.
The report also listed the Board of
Trustees opinion of the policy: "For as long
as any bonds are outstanding, all freshman
l\fld sophomore students shall be required to
live in college housing.''
Bonds alone cannot keep the policy intact.
In his report, Hill said that the courts would
uphold the policy on educational grounds.
not financial ones:

CWU policy helps pay off $13 million bonds
Money is a major factor behind Central's
policy requiring underclassmen to live in
residence halls. It is a factor which
perpetuates the policy nearly 50 years after
it began.
Central initiated the policy in the 1920s
on the grounds that residence living was a
positive environment for college students.
About 20 years ago, Central sealed the
policy in concrete. using it as a security
measure to borrow money.
The policy is addressed in an agreement
between the university and bondholders,
and the Board of Trustees has gone on
record stating that the policy will continue
until bonds are paid off.

4A -
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Without the policy. the unversity probably would have been unable to get the
money for new buildings, according to
Wendell Hill, director of Auxiliary Services . .
""The bondholders wanted some
guarantees that they would get their money
back," Hill said. "I don't see anything wrong
with that."
The university started a 13-year building
project in 1958, beginning with three apartment complexes and ending in 1971 with
Brooklane Village. Central borrowed $20.4
million to fund the project, with payments
stretching to the turn of the century.
About $13.4 million in unpaid bonds re-

mains on the books, according to the
1984-85 "Housing and Food Projections,"
compiled by Hill.
But despite agreements with bondholders
and rulings by the Board of Trustees on the
policy. Hill said the bonds are not the major
reason underclassmen must live in
residence halls.
·'Which came first. the chicken or the
egg?" he asked rhetorically. "Central has a
tradition of being a residential university.
The policy did not start because of the
bonds.''
The policy will probably remain on the
books for years because of the bonds. In a

1977 report on the policy, Hill predicted that
bondholders would press legal action if Central moved for a change.
Despite the agreements, Central's ad.ministration has lengthened the list of exclusions during the past few years. The
policy began as an iron-clad statement that
students would live in halls, and now lists
reasons for exemptions.
The final exemption excludes students
with "unique" situations. That exemption,
according to Carl Keeler, director of
residence living, was created to give the
university more freedom on examining individual cases.
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50 year old policy
Controversy theresult of many misconceptions
For as long as it has been in existence,
Central's policy forcing most freshmen and
sophomores to live on campus has been a
controversial one.
A lot of the controversy, according to
Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary services,
is a r.e sult of misconceptions. Hill made an
attempt to set the record straight in a 1977
report.
In the report, Hill outlined the
philosophies and facts surrounding the
policy in addition to the many different
forms it has taken since its inception in
1925.
Over the past 49 years it has been revised
at lea8t nine times, including:
• the initial policy, requiring all students
not living at home to live in Central
facilities; ,
• a 1934 change excluding students working off campus who received room and
board as compensation;
• a 1940 change excluding students with
"good high school records" and those who
"carry out regular school work;"
• a 1955 change requiring all first-year
students to live in residence halls;
• a 1958 change requiring all first-year
single men and second-year single women
to live in the halls. Exceptions were granted
to students more than 21 years old and
students with parental consent;
•a 1961 change eliminating students who
lived with parents:
• a 1973 change requiring unmarried
students to live in residence halls, but excluded students living at home;
• and a 1977 change which added that the
policy enforced a "living-learning experience," and cited the university's
authority to make the rule.
The most recent changes requires all
underclassmen to live in residence halls,
unless granted a waiver.
According to Hill, waivers are granted if
students live with parents or relatives, have
verified medical excuses, have completed
four quarters of study, work for room and
board, will become 21 years old during the
academic year, have been out of school for
more than two years or have other "unique
situations.''

WENDELL HILL: "The majority of people who don't like residence life will admit they benefit from it."

Hall life is a 'living - learning' experience
Living in a university residence hall is a
"living-learning experience" which results
in better-educated graduates, according to
Central officials.
The living-learning theory is the basis on.
which the university supports its policy requiring underclassmen to live in residence
halls. It is also the line of thought the university uses to support the policy legally.
Compelling students to live in an institutional lifestyle teaches them to deal with
people, provides companionship and helps
them graduate, according to auxiliary services director Wendell Hill.
"We said students living in residence
halls are surrounded by people of the same
age group, in the same learning environment."
He added that students on campus can get
help with their studies more easily than
those living on their own.
The result of residence life is ·that students
tend to graduate more often than students
living with parents or in apartments. Hill
said.
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He cited a study of freshmen entering college in 1968, which showed that students
who lived on campus tended to graduate
more frequently than students living off
campus.
"I feel about 90 percent in favor of it (the
policy) and about 10 percent against it,"
said Jim Hollister, director of housing services.
Hollister said he was primarily in faver of
the policy because students living in
residence halls tend to learn how to live with
people.
He added that he had some opposition on
the grounds that "people ought to be able to
make their own decisions.''
Hollister and Hill have had children attend
Central, and have seen those children move
into residence halls. Both said they believed
the experience helped prepare their children
for life as independent adults.
Unlike the other two administrators, Carl
Keeler, director of residence living, hasn't
sent children to school at Central. But he
said he would be ·glad to see his children

enter the housing system because he considers it one of the best in the nation.
Central's housing and dining facilities
carry a price tag of $66 million and span
more than one million square feet. Those
facilities house nearly 3,000 students almost half of the university's full-time
enrollment.
The size of the system could have resulted
in a massive, impersonal institutional
· lifestyle. But Keeler doesn't think that has
happened.
He said the unversity avoided impersonality by building small structures and
allowing undergraduates to control life in
their dorms.
"People designed the system, not accountants,'' Keeler said. ·'The cost per bed is too

high. They could have done it a lot
cheaper."
Hill said the sprawling housing system
was the result of Central's decision to build
upon a tradition of residence living. He says
it is a system which would attract students
even if the policy did not exist.
·
Defense of the policy has always been on
academic grounds.
The living-learning theory ls as much a
part of the university's curriculum as required classes, Hill said, adding that he has
no doubt the courts would support the
policy solely on those grounds.
"The majority of people who don't like it
(residence life) will admit they benefit from
lt," Hill said.

Stories by Ed Easley
Photos by John Bradley
Of The Observer
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Flexibility makes
policy bearable
Since its inception, people have griped and complained about the university's policy requiring most
freshmen and sophomores to live in a residence hall.
The most common argument against the policy is that
people who are of college age should be able to make
their own decisions as to where they want to live.
Another common argument is that noise and lack of
privacy - often characteristic of residence hall life - is
not conducive to studying.
On the other hand, the policy does have its advantages. According to Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary
services, even the policy's staunchest opponents realize
that living in the residence halls has its benefits.
University officials and many students contend the
residence hall experience is a valuable educational tool.
They believe the close contact with other residents
teaches students how to get along and live with others.
Ideally, college students should have the option to live
on- or off-campus. However, at Central, officials have no
choice but to require underclassmen to live in residence
halls.
Faced with $13.4 million in unpaid bonds on the
residence halls, the only way to pay them off on
schedule is to keep the buildings full.
In addition, if the policy was suddenly scrapped,
Ellensburg would be swamped by students looking for
apartments - apartments that just aren't available.
Many students would be forced to pack themselves five
or six to an apartment. As it is, many older students still
spend the month of September frantically searching for
a place to live.
This ts a no-win situation for everyone involved.
The university has effectively changed the policy over
the years to meet the needs of the students. Since it was
implemented in the 1920s, the policy has taken many
forms. Today, students with "unique situations" are
eligible for exemptions.
The university's flexibility helps make an undesirable
situation bearable.

lnnerviews
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It was after an anonymous tip that I atterAed the Residence Hall Council meeting
last Wednesday night. I'm glad I did. I
wouldn't have missed It for anything.
After only one hour I walked out of the
Davies Hall lounge in absolute amazement. I
had never witnessed anything more
ridiculous in my entire life.
After a lengthy debate. focusing on all the
wr!ng issues. the RHC representatives
voted 14-13 to oust their newly-elected
chairman without even knowing they did it.
How members of RHC expect that they
can change the minutes of a meeting three
months after the fact and then throw their
chairman out of office as a result - all
wltHOuteverdirectly addressing the issueis beyond me.
As the accompanying editorial cartoon iilustrates. Doug Pahl was a victim of the RHC
Midnight Express. Quite simply. he was
railroaded.
One thing has become clear in this ordeal
, ...er what RHC has put him through, the
group doesn•t deserve the experienced
leadership Pahl has to offer. The smartest
thing he could do after being reinstated which should be inevitable - is resign and
move on to an organization that would ap·
preclate his talent.
- e Pahl has never been to an RHC
meeting. He·s probably all the better
because of iL Over the past several years,
procedurally speaking. the organization has
little to be proud of.
Pahl obviously has a working knowledge
of the group and its potential on this cam,.,~ '1'be council needs new direction and he

appears to be just the person to provide it.
But if all goes as expected. RHC will never
realize that.
One additional point must also be made.
Throughout the pa.st wa:k Leslie Bethards,
the current RHC chair. has been put on the
spot to defend the actions of the membership.
Bethards believes her role as chair of the
council was to infonn the group of the problemandletthemmakethedeclslon. That's
unfortunate.
Not that her understanding of her role is
wrong - no one can make that judgement
but Bethards and the group as a whole.
What's unfortunate is that during a
lengthy interview with Bethards last week,
it became clear to me she's not happy with
the outcome. Given the chance, I'm certain
she would have directed the group to act in a
much more responsible manner. If only she
had been given the chance.

Top 15?
As a reader pohlted out to me in a letter to
the editor printed in the second edition of
The Observer...In case you didn't know,
Central is ranked seventh in the nation in it s
category."
That statement was probably the 7 lst
time I have read about Central's top-eight
ranking since the publication of the
November 1983 ediUoo of U.S. News and
World Report.
The facts are: Central tied for seventh in
the category of smaller comprehensive

universities west of the Mississippi Riv.:r.
University presidents across the country
were asked to rank the universities in their
own category on the basis of their
knowledge of the quality of education at
those institutions and the general student
life on each campus.
By definition, smaller comprehensive
schools offer a liberal arts program and at
least one professional school. such as
teacher training. The magazine said
academic offerings at such schools are
usually less broad and enrollments smaller
than those of the comprehensive universities, ranked in a separate category.
The news of Central's ranking hit
Ellensburg just as students left the campus
for Thanksgiving vacation. Administrators
and other supporters of the university were,
as expected, elated by the news. Everyone
was justifiably proud of the honor.
, Soon, the university began spreading the
word like mad. Anyone who didn't hear
about it must have been under a rock. Every
publication the university produced made
mention of the ranking.
Central was tied for seventh in its category
only with those schools west of the
Mississippi. Never were those schools east of
the big river compared with us west of it .
But then a publication produced by the
university. complete with a note from Foundation President Bob Case, appears. It con· tains clippings from newspapers around the
Northwest praising the rankings of CWU
and other area universities.
The opening paragrapli of the copy states

that "Central Washington University is considered one of the top 15 smaller comprehenslve universities in the country."
Where did that come from?
According to James C. Kllpatrick. senior
editor of U.S. News and World Report, the
universities west of the Mississippi total 70.
However, there are 132 to the east.
Combining the top eight in the west with
the top seven in the east, for t he top 15 in the
country, produces nothing but an error in
logic.
In comparing all the universities in the
country, Central might have wound up
ninth overall. Then again, it might have
ended up 28th. Who's to say?
Don't get me wrong. Central has reason to
be proud of the recognition it received. But
we must keep things in proper perspective.

No more blanks
The members of the SUB Facilities Council must have tired of my hounding.
At last, the bells we hear chiming
throughout campus at the top of every hour
are complete again.
For too long I have had to walk across
campus late [or class filling in the blanks.
The tradition of the bells, which originate
from three speakers perched ·atop the S UB.
is too great to ignore. They are just one way
we can pretend we, too, are attending an Ivy
League school. They are as academic as
classes themselves, and it's nice fo have
them back.

Observer broke important link to past
To the editor:
I am atsappointed in the CWU school newspaper.
I think changing the name has broken an important
link with our past. Good or bad. the cner was an ongoing journal of the happenings of our college history.
Changing the name is somehow saying the past is
not that important, only that today is worth considering. and only the future holds a lesson.
I was especially disappointed In the front page
coverage of the April 12 edition. Our school Crier
should expose, acknowledge and expound upon what
our school is doing to solve our school and student problems. CWU student. faculty and staff accomplishments and activities should be front page
material.
I am one of the minorities on campus - an older
returning woman student. graduating in June. I learn-

ed a long time ago that there are only 24 hours in a day
and 1 can't be busier than that.
I'm on campus today to learn all I can from the people who are here and making contributions. Today my
concern is my grade and learning what I'll need in the
future from those people who are here on campus in
the community.
You had pages and pages about athletic jocks, but
not one word concerning those dedicated faculty and
students who helped fill out IRS forms.
A cartoon which is a bunch of scribbles without a
message takes up valuable space.
I realize each of us has a different need in a different
time or place and even the Crying Observer can't do it
all.
Jacqueline Cox
Student

.,
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How do you feel about the policy requiring underclassmen at CWU to live on campus?
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Dave Woodmansee
.J unior. Munson Hall
I think it's a good idea for

students to live on campus. They
meet more people and make some
lastlllg friendships.

&A - The Observe

Holly Camara
Freshman, Moore Hall
They should let you declde
whether you want to live on cam·
pus If you're at least 18 years old.
You are responsible enough to
decide by then. I think Its a good
Idea for first-year students to live
on campus, but again. it should be
their decision,

Robin MacAlpine
Senior, North Hall
I think Ifs good. I think that

everyone should live In campus
residence halls at least once. It"s a
good experience. They do offer ex·
cepUons to the housing rules for
certain curcumstances, I just
don't think many students know
about that.

Robert Joyce

Freshman. Kamola Hall
it's a good Idea It has a few
negative aspects. ft cn:atcs some
tension. IJecause some students
want to Jive oil campus. Overall I
sttll think tts a good Idea.

Eric Johnson
Freshman.Quigley Hall

Karmen Presley
Junior, Carmody-Munro

I don't agree with the policy. If
students can choose any university they want. why can't they also
choose where they want to live?

I think that students should be
required to live on campus their
first year, They just don't know
their way around yet. They may
not be ready to move off campus
yet. I think that secorid·:-ear
students should be allowed to
decide, You're ready to make a
decision then.

Thursday, April 26, 1984
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CENTRAL INVESTMENT FUND
Since the Central Investment Fund
Sociology
was introduced seven years ago, nearSpecial Education
ly 300 student leaders with academic
Speech Path/Aud.
potential accepted CIF schlolarships to
Theater & Drama
attend Central. An additional 1,000
Veterinary
students have enrolled because of the
Now that this year's CIF drive is
beginning, members of the CWU faculCIF recruitment effort.
Along with their special leadership ty and staff and the Ellensburg community would like to recognize the first
qualities, the CIF students already
selected had a mean high school GPA six CIF classes.
of nearly 3. 7 and their mean college
GPA is better than 3.1.
CIF 1978-1979
Diane M. Anderson, Accounting, Magna Cum
CIF FACTS
·An average of 133 Ellensburg · Laude
April B. Anderson, Biology, Cum Laude
business representatives and 250
Cindy L. Baker, Leisure Services, Magna Cum
University representatives invested in
Laude
the Central Investment Fund each of
Jim Ball, BSED (TED)
the last seven years.
Cindy L. Baker, Leisure Services, Magna Cum
Nearly 3,000 CIF applications have
Laude
been· received the · last seven years,
Carrie Bartheld, Elem. ED.(TED)
and applicants have come from apMelanie Baumgart, Business Ed., Summa Cum
proximately 150 different high schools
Laude
and about 1O community colleges.
Leanne M. Bond, Health Ed. (TED), Cum Laude
David C. Burk, German
Of the initial (1978-79) CIF class,
Darcey Clark
38 of the 52 students have graduated
Mary A. Combs, Biology
with honors. They represented a wide
Christopher P. Comte, Drama
diversification of campus majors.
Cathy L. Cooper, Elem. Ed. (TED), Magna Cum
Last year, CIF applicants
Laude
represented 37 of Washington's 39
Karen Covington-Hanger, English, Cum Laude
counties.
Teri A. Cresap, Home Ec./Math. (TED), Summa
Applicants for last year's CIF
Cum Laude
scholarships named the following subCecelia A. Cross,
ject areas as their first career choice:
Eric E. Darling
Accounting
Admin Management
Aerospace Science
Pre-Agriculture
Allied Health Science
Anthropology
Pre-Architecture
Art
Biology
Business Admin.
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Computer Science
Counseling Psych.
Dental Hygiene
Drama
Early Childhood Ed.
Education
Electronics-electr.
Elementary Ed Prog
Pre-Engineering
English
Environmental Science
Exec. Secretary
Family Studies
Fashion March.
Flight Officer
Pre-Forestry
German
Graphics Design
Health Education
Home Economics
Industrial Electronics Technology
Journalism
Law & Justice
Legal Secretary
Mass Communications
Mass Media
Mathematics
Medical Sec.
Pre-Med Tech
Pre-Medicine
Military Science
Music
Pre-Nursing
Pre-Occup Ther.
Pre-Optometry
Pre-Pharmacy
Paramedic
Philosophy
Physical Education
Pre-Physical Therapy
Physics
Political Science
Pre-Dentistry
Pre-Law
Psychology
Public R~lations
Radio & TV
Religious Studies
Science
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Denise Ehlis, Public Relations
Merry Erickson-Samuel
Mark L. Gatsos, Admin. Manag.
Jeri L. Grigg, Elem. Ed., Cum Laude
Tracy 0 . Grindrod
John T. Haberling, Acct./BSAD
Rod Handley, Acct., Cum Laude
Cheryl L. Holden, P.E. (TED),.
Susan Holdsworth, Music
Susan M. Hoppenworth, ECE, Cum Laude
Diane Hull, Elem. Ed., Cum Laude
Jennifer A. Hunt
Brenda Kaley, Mass Com.
Chris K. Kelley, Biology
Kristi Knight, Elem. Ed. (TED), Magna Cum
Laude
Constance Jacobsmuhlen
William Level, Speech Com.
Tamara L. Metzler
Kimberlee I. Morris, BSAD, Magna Cum Laude
Lisa A. Mueller,
Nancy Ng, P.E.
Deborah K. Nelson
Jon T. Nishi, BSAD,
Debbie A. Oja
Mario D. Parisio, Acct., Summa Cum Laude
Aileen F. Putnam-Brooks, BSAD, Cum Laude
Shawn C. Reid
Patti Rubado, BSAD, Cum Laude
Dave D. Schelert, Acct.
Timothy F. Shrout, Music (TED), Cum Laude
Dan C. Spiegle, Acct.
Susan K. Swartz, Acct.
Mark L. Tucker
David W. Tuttel
Joseph W. Wahle, BSAD, Summa Cum Laude

CIF 1979-1980
William G. Ambacher, Chem.
Wendy L. Arnold, ADOM
Gail Bitterman, Acct.
Becki Bodle
Susan L. Bradshaw
Paul E. Carlson, BSAD
Debbie J. Collier, Fash. Merch.
Lisa L. Cook
Donna L. Cormier, French
Sandy K. Curtis
Nicky Dahl, Acct.
Mary H. Elliott
Barbara Ernesti, Elem. ED.
Janet Fergen, BSAD
Lisa Faulkner, Music
Melinda Garrison
Jennifer (Larsen) Hergert
Andreas Hoefer
John A. Hubby
Shane Inch, Psy.
Margaret Lankeit, Elem. Ed.
Sharryn R. Larsen, Elem. Ed.

Deborah Magstadt
Catherine M. Morris, SPED
Faith Myhre
Kenna Nelson
Patricia L. Nelson, Elem. Ed.
Jeff Osborn, Graphic Design
Ward Rasmussen
Debbie K. Ross, Fam. and Cons. Std.
Tyler Solt, Physics
Patricia Standley, Acct.
Tom Todd
Teresa Vandiver
Julie Pittman, Comm. HED
Scott Whitbeck, Elem. Ed.
Dawn Wimberly
Colleen Yost, Leis. Serv.
Cathleen Ziels
Kellie Boyes, Leis. Serv.
Helen Cross, Fash. Merch./Admin. Manag,
Julie Green,
Irene Laurie, BSAD
Teresa Shrout, SPED
Karen Whelan
Melissa Wilson, Music
Pamela Mckee, SPED

CIF 1980-1981
Kimberly Alexander
Anna J. Anderson
Audrey Brown
Bonnie Burge
Tom Casper
Diana Chambard '
Karen Cowart
Judy Davis
Teri (Stenhouse) Ellis
Della Evans
Janice George
Monica Glitschka
Lori Green
Paddy Gunderson
Linda Hamilton
Sheila Hamilton
Nancy lltz
Daniel Kain
Laurene Kay
Cheryl Lardy

Larry Larsen
Caryn Lee
Jana Loomis
Dahni Malgarini
Dwight Patterson
Michelle Prentice
Kim Ramsey
Jill St.Germaine
Shelly Schanaman
Jeanette (Perry) Sell
Kelly Smith
David Tadlock
Lori Watkins
Ellen Wilbur
Melissa Young-Metzler
Susan P. Young
Donna Chamberlain
Lucinda Craig
Jodi Muhlhauser

CIF 1981-1982
Allen Andringa
Sharon Callahan
Connie Chapin
Carol Christiansen
Kadeen Craig
Deborah Curtiss
Diane Erickson
Mike Espey
Shelley Fenton

Carol Fitzgerald
Marla Franklin
Gladys Gillis .
Darlynn Hedin
Suzanne Hoefle
Jonna Howard
Todd Jewel
Lona Joslin

Tim Pearson
Kimberly Kales
Dawn Petre
Regina Kinzel
Dawn Peyton
Loretta Kronquist
Tracy Plouse
Shelley Larsen
Rhonda Robilland
Lori Larsen
Richard Roeder
Carlyn Lehmann
Brian Schultz
Mary Lehning
Randall Lomas
Tamera Schwartz
Jody Loughman
Charisse Sheri~an
Jill McConnell
Andrea Stagemeyer
Susan (Torrence)Meyer Leland Stacker
Karla Miller
John Stearns
Bonnie Montgomery
Melinda Stratton
Margaret Myer
·carmen Tracy
Roger Nishi
Linda Webber
Francis O'Brien

CIF 1982-1983
Deanna Averill
Nicholas Beckman
Jennifer Bickler
Diana Burgi
Karri Burkhart
Jody Byron
Mary Clancy
David Coon
Amy Craig
Cecilia Dallasanta
Robert Evert
Beatrice Gordon
Curtis Harlow
Julie Hawkins
Michael Heller
Zina Hobbs
Michael Krein

Sydney MacDonald
Monica Masco
Maureen O'Shaughnessy
Melody Preedy
Pamela Putnam
Lauri K. Petersen
Katherine Rogers
Eric Schmitt
Craig Schwisow
Teri Smith
Timothy Smith
Gaylen Stewart
Susan Swannack
Toni Watkins
Glennis Young
Darrel Riddle
Karen Matson
Jessi Mackey

CIF 1983-1984
Scott Andrews
Susan Aschenbrenner
Natalie Bittinger
Janet Broekel
Kimberly Burke
Lynn Castle
Renee Crawford
Lenora Decarlo
Gretchen Hill
Kevin Hoskinson
Deneane Hyatt
Karen Johnson
Mark Johnson
Mary Lewis
Robin Mcleod
Matthew Morrison

Kurt Probst
Elaine Rausch
Kevin Riel
Kelly Rouleau
Noreen Schultz
Cathryn Scott
Tom Shjerven
Cindy Smith
Jennifer Spears
Ellen Thiel
Claire Vangelisti
Lauri Walker
Janet Welch
Rebecca White
Ann Wilson
Loren Wohlgemuth
Sally Pleger

EIGHTH ANNUAL
CENTRAL INVESTMENT
FUND DRIVE
GOOD LUCK
Thursday, April 26, 1984
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BOD to sponsor incorporation petition drive
Central's Board of Directors, in
a regular meeting Monday, changed its decision of a week ago to
hold a campus-wide election on
the incorporation issue on May 9
to instead sponsor a petition drive
beginning May 10.
BOD member Jeff Morris, who
initiated both motions, said that
the signatures of 51 percent of the
on-campus population on a petition would show much stronger
support for incorporation than the
approval of a simple majority of
the voters turning out for an election.
John Drinkwater, director of
student activities, agreed that
while a petition drive will tak'.e
longer and will require more work
than an election, if passed, . it will
show much more support for the
measure given the sparse voter
response special elections have
experienced in recent years.
In other major action Monday,
the board:
• reversed a decision made at
the beginning of the quarter to
conduct its BOD leadership class
behind closed doors. The class,
now called a ''seminar,'' is
scheduled to follow the April 30
meeting in the Board of Trustees
meeting room and is open for the
public to observe.

• voted to reconsider the appointments made last week of
Paul Byrne and Shelly Larson to
the SUB Facilities Council.
Drinkwater explained that
without the recommendation of
the Joint Committee on Committees, the board was not following
set procedure for appointments.
A motion was approved to vote
on the measure at next week's

meeting, after the board hears
Byrne's and Larson's opinion on
the matter.
* re-scheduled ''Harold and
Maude," an ASC-sponsored
movie, for May 1 7. It was originally scheduled for last Thursday,
but did not arrive on time.
* announced a re-constitution
committee meeting for Thursday,
April 26 at 3 p.m. in the SUB

Kachess Room.
* expressed concern over the
lack of regular meetings by the
SUB Facilities Council. The board
agreed to formulate a letter to
Karen
Moawad,
SUB administrator, with that concern in
hopes that when a new chair and
regular members are selected
meetings will occur more frequently.

Draft refusers are denied school aid
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The government
defended its policy of denying aid to
students who fail, to register for the draft
but lawyers for students told the Supreme
Court today the policy presumes them
guilty until proven innocent.
lfhe court is expected to decide the case
by July.
U.S. Solicitor General Rex Lee, arguing
before the court. desmissed the two key
contentions of the challengers: That the
regulations resulted in an unconstitutional
"bill of attainder" - legislative punishment for a past crime - and violated the
5th Amendment prohibition against selfincrimination.
Lee said "denial of a government benefit
... does not fit the court definition" of a bill
of atainder punishment.
He said students denied aid for failing to
register automatically become eligible for
aid as soon as they comply with the

registration law. He repeatedly emphasized that it is not government policy to prosecute late registrants.
But William J. Keppel. representing six
Minnesota students who have not
registered, told the justices the law
"substitutes a presumption of guilt for a
presumption of innocence."
He said it creates a system of coercion
forcing citizens to comply with unrelated
laws.
"If this statute survives scrutiny," said
Keppel, "it will be - and iilready has been
- followed by a rash of laws .. . where
citizens must swear or certify they have
committed no crimes" to receive a government benefit.
"It is an affront -to the dignity of our
citizens,'' said Keppel. a lawyer for the
Minnesota Public Interest Research Group,
which brought the case.
The regulations denying student aid to

non-registrants were passed in response to
widespread failure to comply with the draft
registration law.
The draft was abolished in 1974. There
still is no draft, but registration of young
men was revived in 1980.
In the early stages of the law, noncompliance was running at about 7 percent, Lee told the court. But he said the
rate was cut in half following passage of
the so-called Solomon amendment. which
cut off student aid to non-registrants.
Keppel argued that, although government policy does not now prosecute late
registrants: ''The government . would
always have that club hanging over their
heads."
·
He added that the denial of aid is ··a
drastic punishment" imposed on men who
need the money to continue their educations. He said it is ··coercion based on
need" and violates the Fifth Amendment
protection against self-incrimination.

SUMMER BULLETINS HA VE ARRIVED. • • •
Pick one up at the Registrar's office
or Summer Session Office - Barge 308
MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES

Come Try Our
New Hors d'oeuvres
Live

Brown

J7.!:!
SUMMERnME ... DO
IT ON WIMZEES I
If you haven't stepped out this season
in bouncy, breezy Wimzees. you haven't
lived' Bright and airy Wimzees make it
easy Do it right. Do it on Wimzees.

And a New Selection of

Live

" Dessert

111

·House Drinks

-live Music
g hout
Playing throu
the weekend

.,MOBSTER"

FAMILY SHOES MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES MUNDY'$
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Campus Briefs
Senior Ball
Tickets to Centrars 1984 Senior Ball will
be available through today at the University
Store. according to Paul Henry, Public Relations coordinator for the ASC.
The original sales deadline of April 20 was
extended because of delays in mailing the
invitations, according to Henry.
Ticket prices for the event. which will take
place in the SUB Friday night, are $10 per
couple or $6 per person.

Public Auction
On May 5 at 10 a.m. at the Met;tl Building,
immediately south of Student Village parking lot, between 14th and 18th on Alder
Street, the Campus Safety Department will
hold a public auction of unclaimed property
now in possession of the department.
Among the item~ to be auctioned are
bicycles, household goods, clothing, watches, and miscellaneous items. All items
will be sold to the highest bidder.

Sociology Colloquium
President Donald Garrity and Sociology
Prof. Russell Hansen will look at the effects
of women's liberation on female crime at an
April 26 colloquium. Sponsored by the CWU
sociology department, the free public
discussion, beginning at 3:30 p.m. in Instructional Building 401, is titled, "Bad
Boys, Good Girls? Theories of Crime
Reassessed.''
Garrity and Hansen will report the current
statistics on women's crime in the U.S., and
discuss whether they support or refute the
prognostications of the last decade. Popular
U.S. writers have predicted that one result of
many women's acceptance of formerly
"male goals" would be the more aggressive
attitudes and behavior appropriate to crime.
They will also explain traditional theories
of criminology from the past two centuries
- most of which focused on male behavior.
They will also talk about the work of three
contemporary women criminologists who
are advancing theories about female crime.

"lt'.s possible that traditional criminal
theory needs to be refocused or replaced.
when dealing with women's crime," Hansen
said.
··Also, studying female patterns of crime
might give us some insight into the alarmingly high rate of male crime in the U.S. today."

Campus Interviews
The following firms will have representatives at the Career PLanning and Placement Center to interview interested candidates. The sign-up schedule will be posted
one week, to the day, before the arrival of the
interviewers on campus:
Jay Jacobs, Seattle, Management Trainee
Postions, Northwest retail sales.

Reunion
CWU alumni from the classes of
1908-1944 will meet May 3 and 4 on the
CWU campus for a gala reunion, according
to Alumni Director Gail Jones.
Graduates from 1934 and 1944 will be
honored guests at the two-day return to Central.
Those interested in more information
about Central's spring alumni reunion may
call Jones at (509)-963-2752.

Sc~olarship

News

The Harold S. Williams annual scholarship will be awarded to a junior or senior student majoring in Accounting, Business Administration, or Economics. This ·years
scholarship committee will award one full
resident tuition and fees for three quarters to
a student judged to be most likely to succeed
in their chosen field.
Deadline for application is May 18, 1984.
The applicant must have acheived junior
standing by the date of application and have
a graduation date no sooner than January,
1985. to apply for the scholarship, students
, must submit the following to Frances BurkGomez in Barge Hall, room 206:

1. Two faculty references
2. A typewritten letter addressed to the
committee which should include:
-the applicant's major
-cumulative GPA
-expected date of graduation
-extra-curricular activities
-specific long and short-term goals
-reason(s) the applicant feels he deserves
the award
-and anything else the applicant feels
would be relevant to the committee's
evaluation (except financial need).

Job Search Workshop
Job search workshop will be presented
by Robert D. Malde of the Career Planning
and Placement Center. This workshop will
be May 8,9, and 10. from 4-5 p.m. at ShawSmyser 106.
A

-The

School Districts
The following school districts will have
representatives on the campus on the dates
ltsted. For more information visit the Career
Planning and Placement Center.
Tigard and East Valley, April 27, Public
School Personnel Coop, May 4, Port
Angeles, May 7, University Place. May 8,
Northshore, May 15.

Students Commissioned
Local students Michael Adams, Donald
Marshall. Kimberly Smith. and Daniel Whye
were commissioned as second lieutenants in
the U.S. Air Force following their graduation
from CWU March 16.

Ranch .Tavern

.......resent.....____.,....,
Fri. ·Aprll 27,
the LLIE_.__~

the

INETIC_....__.___.,.

Sat. Aprll 28,
l.adles only $1

.

l

ASC PETITION DRIVE
Subject:

Shall the Board of Directors for the Associated Students
of Central be authorized to incorporate the ASC?

Date:

Thursday May 10, 1984

Time and Place:

Petition booths will be in the following areas:
·~ Holmes and Tunstall Commons Dining Halls (During
lunch and dinner hours.)
*SUB, main floor, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
*Nicholson Pavilion, main floor, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Validation:

51 percent of on-campus students must sign petition to
validate.
Articles of incorporation are available at the SUB Information Booth. More information will follow in May 3 edition of The Observer.

Incorporation Presentation:

CURBSTONE, Noon, SUB Pit

COMlWTTEE OPENINGS
The following university committees have open. ings for student members. Terms to begin fall
quarter, 1984:
Academic Standing Committee (5 positions)
Parking Committee (2 positions)
Services and Activities Committee (1 position)
Judicial Council (1 position)
Student representatives to Faculty Senate (2 positions)
Committee descriptions and applications are
available in the ASC Office, SUB 1,02.
GET INVOLVED IN YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Tuesday, May 1, noon, SUB Pit. Members of Central
BOD will be present for question and answer period.

Monday April 30:
Tuesday, May 1:

. Wednesday, May 2:

Armchair Travel: "Travels in the U.S .S .R."
"ASC Incorporation." Meet with members of Central's BOD to discuss the up-coming petition drive
to authorize ASC's incorporation. Brief presentation and question and answer session.
CWU Jazz Band

SENIOR BALL
We have a few tickets left for the 1984 Senior Ball, Friday, April 27. 'T ickets are
$10 per couple, $6 per single and will ~vailable at the University Store until 5 p.m.
today.
·
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
7 p.m. - midnight
9 p.m. - 1 a .m.

Social Hour and elegant hors d' oeuvres
No host bar; $1 drinks
Dance to "Jan is"

Don't have a date? Who cares! Grab a friend and,join us in the celebration!
'
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A
Campus
Calendar

Aprll

26

Thursday

27
Friday

28

Saturday

IEight ·Days
Yakima River Float: leaves CWU at 3 p.m ..
$5 per person. sign up at Tent-n-Tube.

ASC Film Double Feature: "East of Eden,"
and "Rebel. Without A Cause," SUB
T~eatre, 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis: Whitworth here.

Orchesis Dancers: SUB Pit, noon
Art Show, SUB Yakima room. all day.

Senior Ball: SUB Ballroom, cocktails at 7
p.m., dance at 9 p.m., $10 couple, $6 single.
Baseball, Whitman here, 1 p.m . .

New Photographies '84, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, 8 a;m.-12 noon, 1-5 p.m.

Art Exhibit: SUB Yakima room, all day.

Dance: Sparks Hall. 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Inaugural Organ Recital: Henry Eickhoff,
Hertz, 8 p.m. Free.

Track: Eastern Washington Invitational.

Band: "Sower." sponsored by lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, SUB Pit, noon.

Outdoor Programs Trip to Seattle:
W.o odland Park Zoo and Seattle Center, sign
up at Tent-n-Tube, $10 per person.

Track: Puget Sound Invitational.
"The MMR Shot" Dance: Quigley Hall, 9
p.m.-1 a.m.

Art Exhibit, SUB Yakima, room. all day.

Tennis: Puget Sound here. 10 a.m.

Baseball: at Washington State.

29
Sunday

Senior Recital: Susan Langley, MezzoSoprano, Hertz, 3 p.m., Free.
Art Exhibit: SUB Yakima room. all day.

New Photographies '84, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, 8 a.m.-noon, 1-5 p.m.

Monday
May

1

Tuesday

2

Ellensburg Emotions Anonymous: 317
North Main, 7:30 p.m.; for information call
The Women's Center at 3-2127.

Last day to withdraw from classes with
permission.

Music Study and Department or Music
Youth Concert, Hertz. 6 p.m., Free.

Peacemakers, SUB Pit, noon.

Art Exhibit, SUB Yakima room. all day.

New Photographies '84, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, 8 a.m.-12 noon. 1-5 p.m.

Women's Tennis: Seattle Pacific here, 2:30
p.m.

Baseball: Whitworth here, 2:30 p.m.

Business and Economics Club Meeting,
SUB 204, 8 p.m.

Community Film Series: "Alcohol: Pills
and Recovery," and "Born Drunk: Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome," Black 102, 7-8 p.m ..
Free.

Central Gay Alliance, meeting,
SUB 207. 7; p.m.

Residence Hall council, general
meeting, Munson Hall Lobby, 7 p.m.

Outdoor Programs Riff Raft River Race,
six person co-ed teams, sign up at Tent-nTube, $5 per person.
·

Wednesday

3

Thursday

Faculty Recital: Jeff Cox violin and viola
with Danial Marra, dancer; Bonalyn BrickerSmith. piano; Margaret Gries, harpsicord;
Hertz. 8 p.m., Free.

ASC Film Double Feature: ''A Lady
Vanishes,'' and "Dial 'M' for Murder,'' 3, 7.
9:30 p.m., SUB Theatre.

Spring Reunion: Golden Alumni 50-year
and 40-year 'honored. banquet in SUB
cafeteria, 5-7:30 p.m.

Annual Orchesls Dance Concert, McConnell, 8 p.m.. $4 general admission, $3
students.

t~"~
LUNCH SPECIAL:

Mot hers Day ~. ~t

Looking for a gift for Mothers Day-::~
Come see our selection of:
~

.,-

-r

- pendants -watches

'
-chains_-crystal
~
~ -earrings and other gift Items ~

-r
Baked Potatoes
with 8 varieties of toppings!
Sandwiches - Soup - Ice Cream
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m .-7 p.m .
Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Sunday
408 N. Main -

Ellensburg -

•

Special Ring Designing

~

962-6661

Thursday, April 26, 1984

.,.

~

• All repairs done on premises

~~i~~

•

Mo substitution for experience

~~t~-ei

~cJJfarlanb J'Jcfndcrs
925-5579 "Satisfaction Guaranteed'' 420 N. Pine
·"(he Observer -
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Murder
Tavern Owner_charged
after mysterious shooting
A first-degree murder charge was filed in
turned over to the county prosecutor's ofKittitas County Superior Court Tuesday
fice.
against an Ellensburg tavern owner
Assistant prosecuting attorney David Gorsuspected of fatally shooting a tavern
rie said he couldn't discuss the report, but
employee last Friday.
- said there was sufficient evidence for the
Clement B. Staloch, owner of the Ugly
first-degree murder charge.
Bear tavern on Third Avenue, was charged
Gorrie also said no motive for the shooting
in the shooting. Glenn "Plug" Grunden, 75,
is apparent.
a cardroom employee of Staloch's, died FriAcquaintances of Staloch said they
doubted that drugs were involved, however.
day afternoon after being shot in .the neck
and the back of the head.
They said the 35-year-old Ellensburg man
Grunden died at Kittitas Valley Communihad always frowned on drug use.
Staloch will probably be arraigned Monty Hospital at 3:20 p.m. Friday, approximately one hour after he was shot with a
day. He may enter a plea at that time. but is
.38-caliber Derringer.
not required to. He must enter a plea within
10 days of the arraignment.
Witnesses said Staloch entered the tavern
and was "having a fit." As one patron
At Staloch's first court appearance Montelephoned for an ambulance because
day, his attorney asked that he be transferred from the county jail to Yakima Memorial
Staloch appeared to having a seizure of
some sort, two shots were heard.
Hospital's psychiatric ward.
There was a long delay between the shots.
He said Staloch was suffering from
they said.
hepatitis and "possibly severe emotional
'problems."
Sources close to the investigation said
But Kittitas County District Court Judge
there was no animosity between the men
Richard Cole ruled that he didn't have
and. apparently. there was n9 direct arguauthority to transfer Staloch before arraignment between them Friday.
ment and ordered him held in the jail.
Ellensburg police arrested Staloch within
Staloch's acquaintances said he had been
minutes of the shooting.
behaving strangely before the shooting. He
He is currently being held in the Kittitas
apparently claimed that Ellensburg's water
County Jail in lieu of $100,000 bail.
was poisoned and that someone had druggPolice ordered a breathalyzer and blood
ed his coffee.
tests to determine if Staloch had been using
Witnesses speculated that Staloch retrievalcohol or other drugs. Results of those
ed the tiny handgun from a safe behind the
tests, along with a full police report, were
bar minutes before the shooting.

By Rick Spencerflhe Ob5enier

MURDER SUSP~CT - Ellensburg police officers take Clement B. Staloch into
custody.

25°/o Off

SU

Limited to stock on hand.

ES

'84 Ca e dar 99e
Limited to stock on hand.

cree
Limited to stock on hand.

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday
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LUCKY PIERRE -

Local band's final performance in Kittitas Valley was Saturday, April 21 at the Ranch Tavern.

~ocal

By John Bradley/The Observer

band breaks up after 9 years
·'While there are bands that may have
stuck together longer than us, there are very
"Just take those old records off the shelf. I few that have ever stuck together with no
sit and listen to them by myself. Today's personnel changes," said Wohlford.
Wohlford and Covert, both from the
music ain't got the same soul. I like my old '
Ellensburg
area, have actually been playing
time rock-n-roll."
The lyrics to Bob Seger's tune ···01d Time together for 14 years.
From 1970 to 1972 the two were in a band
Rock-n-Roll" seem to sum up exactly how
called
Bards. According to Wohlford. Bards
the members of Lucky Pierre feel about their
was ql.,lite successful and had a couple of hit
own music.
Keith Wohlford on bass and vocals. Cor- records and a contract with Capitol Records.
After leaving Bards, the two played
dell Covert on guitar and vocals and Steve
Busby on drums brought their tale~t together in another band called Appaloosa
together in the fall of 1975 when they form- from 1972 to 1975.
In 1975 Busby, a Toppenish rtative,joined
ed the band Lucky Pierre.
Back then, the band was a "part-time, Wohlford and Covert to form Lucky Pierre.
Lucky Pierre has always been based in
weekend, let· s have a few laughs·· type of
Ellensburg.
Before Busby moved to
band, Wohlford said.
·
Their lack of "frantic drive for the big Ellensburg. the commute made rehearsal
time'' led them to bigger and better things, time difficult.
To overcome any problems. they had a
said Wohlford. Now the band is a full-time
standing rule that when they did get
career for them.
After nine years together. Lucky Pierre -is together all members were to be ready with
breaking up. According to Wohlford, there is their own parts, Wohlford said.
Rehearsals were "very business-like and
no specific reason for the break-up - it's
organized so there was no wasted time," he
just time to move on.
"We could maintain at the level we are at said.
Over the years, the band's major share of.
indefinitely, he said.
Wohlford said he could almost liken the work has been in ''good-time bars,'' sa~u
Wohlford, "where people are there to drink,
break-up to divorce.
Although he's never been married dance, listen to the tunes and have a good
himself, he said he's heard people say after a time."
They have avoided the "slick cocktail
while. "We don't dislike each other or
anything. but we just don't feel the same lounges" becaus~ they feel they are more
way we used to. Maybe we'd do better if we "earthy" than that.
They see themselves as the "big fish over
were on our own.·'
Wohlford and Busby also have college in Eastern Washington," according to
Wohlford. They play such towns as Wilbur,
degrees that they would like to pursue.
Wohlford. Covert and Busby are all . See PIERRE, Page 28.
original members in Lucky Pierre.

By KELLY MILLER

Of The Observer

u

Profile

Interview book not
for recent grads

Pierre-Fr-om_p_a

-e-1e-.- - - - - - - 9

By KIM STOKES
Of The Observer
How To Sell Yourself On An Interview. by
Arthur R. Pell. Ph.D .. is a book of tips on
how to get a job through an interview.
However. it should be titled How To Sell
Yourself On An Interview If You've Already
Had A Job For Ten Years.

The table of contents looks promising.
Some of the chapters are entitled: "Preparing For The Interview," "Interview Manners.·· "Questions You Can Expect To Be
Asked" and "Questions You Should And
Should Not Ask The Interviewer."
Sounds helpful? Not really.
As I said before. this book is most helpful
for those who have held a job for a number of
years (and with quite an amount of respons1 bility. too. I might add).
For example. in Chapter 5. one of the
questions you can expect to be asked is.
"How did you change the content of your job
from when you assumed it until now?"
The book says that "the purpose of this
question is to see how much creativity and
initiative you have."
My question is. "How much creativity and
initiative does it take to dish out food at
McDonald·s. Taco Time or Tunstall Commons?"
These are typical jobs that comprise a
typical high school/college work experience.
And don't look for the Interview Manners
chapter to tell you what you weren·t already
taught in hygiene-health education classes
in junior high. i.e. clean fingernails. wellgm0rned hair. shined shoes and proper
make-up. Books like .How To Dress For Success will be better reference here.
All is not lost for this book. though . There
are a couple of chapters which can be useful
to college graduates.

Chapter 2 concerns putting together your
personal background. which contains an
organizer for you to write down such things
as education, job history (including parttime and temporary) and volunteer work.
Chapter Ts title doesn't sound so swift "Questions For People With Little Work Experience" - but it deals specifically with
college graduates.
Some of the questions you might be asked
here are: "What did you learn in college that
would prepare you for the job for which you
are applying?" "Discuss some of your term
papers. theses or special projects" and
"Why did you choose to major in .. .T
If you haven·t got the slightest idea of how
to begin preparing for an interview, then I
suppose this book would be a good first step.
After all. with 179 pages, there must be
something you can get out of this.
But I'll say it again. those who will get the
most from this book are the ones who are in
the market for a second career.
This reviewer gives it an " in-between"
thumb.

Roslyn, Goldendale and Walla Walla places that are often not economically feasible for Seattle bands to reach.
They don't play Seattle often.
"It's a real cliquey thing over there." said
Wohlford. ''They are very standoffish
toward out-of-town bands."
Breaking into the Seattle market would
have meant a cut in pay and Wohlford said
they were doing well enough in Eastern
Washington.
The Tides Tavern in Gig Harbor has been
their "main bread and butter,·· according to
Wohlford.
Over their years together they have seen
music styles ·change. But the changes
haven·t really affected their style of music.
"We're not noted for being current ... said
Wohlford. "We tend to be really good at
what we grew up with."
For this reason. they've stuck with the old
rock-n-roll of Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis.
the Beatles and the Birds. Wohlford said
they do throw in current songs. like Bob
Seger's tune. if they are "true to the old
rock-n-roll styles ...
Wohlford said that Ellensburg is "definitely a more receptive situation for almost any
kind of music ... He said he thinks the
Ellensburg community is more openminded than Seattle regarding music.
Wohlford attributes the band's success at
staying together over the years to certain
rules which were established from the
beginning.
The key rule was. "If you have a beef. then
ifs your responsibility to bring it up in a
controlled form:·
Wohlford said this has worked well over
the years and although there have been
some arguments. none were devastating.
All band decisions have always been made
on a· vote. There is no real "leader" of the
band. although Wohlford is the band's

leader "in a very loose way."
He speaks for the band on business matters and is. in essence. their "business
agent." This saves the band thousands of
dollars each year in agent fees. said
Wohlford.
Asked of the band's highlights over the
years. Wohlford said "there are literally so
many highlights that I'm really hard pressed to pick any particular one out."
A few he mentioned include: the making
of their record album. "You Got To Go Low
To Get Low," in 1979; playing in concert
situations and outdoor festivals; and playing
seven consecutive New Years Eves at the
Tides Tavern.
"But the real highlight we've experienced
in our band. above anything else. is just the
way people have supported us and come to
hear us play night after night after night.··
said Wohlford.
They've never had any serious setbacks.
"Whenever we ·ve set our minds out to do
something. ifs happened. ·· said Wohlford.
The hardest thing they·ve encountered is
when a member of the band has had a personal problem. according to Wohlford.
·'It can affect the performance of the whole
band, .. he said.
Even though Lucky Pierre is breaking up.
none of the members is done playing music.
Each will continue to play with other friends
and associates who are musicians while pursuing other things in theii;- lives. according
to Wohlford.
The band's final performance in the Kittitas Valley was Saturday. April 21 at the
Ranch Tavern.
Their last performance ever as Lucky
Pierre will be Saturday. April 28 at the Tides
Tavern.
Their farewell message to Ellensburg and
Central is. "Thanks for all the memories and
support. ..

ASC Movie Double Feature

Senior Ball 1984
There are still a few
tickets available for this
year's Senior Sall. Pick yours
up today at the University Store.

James Dean Starring in

Rebel Without a Cause
and

East of Eden
Price:

$10 per couple

Date:

Friday (tomorrow evening} April 27th

Time:

7-9pm: Social hour with no-host bar

·$6 per single

($1 well drinks} and· elegant
hors d'oeuvres
9pm-1 am: ·Dance to "Janis"
(bar open 'tll midnight}
Place:

SUB ltallroom

Dress:

Gentlemen-tie and jacket
Ladles-gown or cocktail dress

,

\,

I

<.

.·/·'

f..~

•

Date :Thursday, Aprll 26 (Today)

All seniors and faculty ore Invited.
Ask a date or bring a friend BUT don't miss
4
he best dance of the year.

Place : SUB Theater

Timas: 3 pm, 7 pm, 4:30 pm
Cost: $2 par Person
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Central's Alumni Association·
Graduates' liaison
with the university
By PAM SCHWANDER
Of The Observer
Although class reunions may mean a
great deal of work for CWU alumni director
Gail Jones, they bring as much joy to her as
to the alumni attending.
"I shed tears at every reunion," Jones
said.
Jones, a 1971 Central graduate, has served as director for seven years. Although it
entails more than organizing reunions,
Jones said illness would be the only reason
she would quit the job.
The CWU Alumni Association which
Jones directs serves as a liaison between the
· university anct its 30,000 alumni.
According to Jones, certain activities,
such as inviting alumni to homecoming,
help keep the interaction going between the
alumni and the university.
At homecoming, besides bringing back
the honored class, graduates celebrating
their 10- and 25-year reunions, the association sponsors a homecoming banquet and
provides trophies for the parade floats.
A Central student is automatically a
member of the association upon graduation.
·Packets including an alumni automobile
decal, a brochure and a membership card
from the association are sent to seniors each

year.
Information about the 30,000 alumni is
kept on a computer fi~e which includes the
name, address, spouse's name, major and
minor of each alumnus.
Jones asks that students update their addresses after graduating because the
association keeps in touch with its alumni
through letters.
Because the association is not a state
govemment-s~pported agency, it is involved in fundraising. · ·
This year's honorary chair of the annual
fund drive is Milton G. Kuolt, a 1950 Central
graduate in economics.
Founder and president of Horizon Airlines
and creator of Thousand.Trails membership
camping company, Kuolt is offering Horizon
tickets to alumni who contribute $250 or
more to this year's campaign.
Central's 1984 annual fund drive goal is
$40,000.
Most of the contributions go into CWU
scholarship funds and to the university's
academic departments.
The gifts also fund reunions, homecoming
festivities, the ?-SSociation's magazine, Central Today, and other alumni projects such
as the senior class tree, senior ball and
regional alumni events across the state.

Association of Biologists

962-6378
~CRETARl/\ L

'©

_..-S. rnv1rFs

>"

Ll

By Randy Anderson/The Observer

GAIL JONES: "I shed tears at every reunion."

PLANT SALE

China silk nails and manicures

Friday, April 27th Dean Hall Room 111

9:00 AM - 2:00 PM

done exclusively by Debbie!

typing $1.00 per page .
HAIR

DESIGNERS

* * * * * * • • • • * * * * * * • * • * •

Close to campus!
See. Even a space this small can attract attention. For information about display advertising in The Observer, contact Sally
Reifers at 963-1026.

~

* *

Open Hours to fit your needs

lrd & Sampson

Mon - Fri

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Saturday 9 - 5

962-2550

I'

INTRODUCING OUR PROFESSIONALFILM PROCESSING SERVICE
AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES ...

II

I
~
·

·

Fast . .Free Delivery
50 5 N Pin e SI
Ph o ne 925·6941

Hours
4 30 · 1 :00 Sun.· Thurs.
4 :30 · 2:00 Fri. & Sat

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
t 19tl4 Oom1no s P1ua tnt

I
I

I

r~---------------------,

$1.00
Off!

$1 .00 off any 16"
pizza
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:

Fast , Free Delivery·

...l!ll~ ~.~: '"o""oo•
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..........J
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Color Reprints

Developing and Printing

• 24 exposu re color print film
deve loped and printed.
• C-41proces s · 110. 126 or
135 size only
• Standard print

• From your favorite C-41
process 110, 126 or 135
color negative only

• 12 exposure color print film
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COUPON MU ST ACCO MPANY ORDER

1

c ash .. alueH20 ot1 · Expires

6/13

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
Cashva1ue 112Qot1• Expires

6/IS

$2.29
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ASK FOR OUR ONE DAY SERVICE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

Gordon

Macdonald

.

1

1

1

I

1

developed and printed .
• C-41 process. 110. 126 or
135 size only
• Standard print

• One size negative only

$3.99
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Leisure services:

/

More than a 'Love Boat' degree
/

By SCOTT ANDREWS
Of The Observer
Thirty years ago while President Dwight
D. Eisenhower was promoting the Presidential Fitness Program, a professor named
Helen McCabe initiated what was then a
little-known program at Central for those interested in jobs dealing with recreational
training.
Today, because of the work in preparing
students for recreation jobs, the reputation
and precedent she set has continued to
grow.
Although the name of the program has
changed to leisure services and the current
director is William Vance, the program has
continued to expand.
Just what does leisure services entail? 1t·s
not often like the job seen on ABC's "Love
Boat" series, according to Vance.
"If it were, I'd probably be doing it," he
said.
Recreation today is a lot more. "Twenty
years ago people with skills of leadership
and management were needed in the parks
and recreation programs throughout the
country," said Vance. But today there are
many more specialty areas.

Currently, 106 students have declared
leisure services as a major at Central. Vance
said that the number is contir.ua1ly increasing.
"More students declare this field their major every quarter," he said.
Why?
According to recreation major Troy
Spoon, the reason is that ''there is a trend today towards exercise - and that's where
this field is at. It covers every aspect of
recreation.''
"It's the funnest major on campus,"
Vance said.
Fun is not all the program is. Aside from
the general education requirement all
students must meet, the curriculum for a
bachelor of arts degree consists of 36 credits
of core leisure services classes, 24 of leisure
services electives and at least 55 elective
credits of different workshops and visitations.
"It's not as easy as most think," Spoon
said.
Students begin with an introduction in
which a week is spent for each area to find
one's "special track area." Programming
and leadership skills follow and are succeeded by visitations.

"The visitation plan is to get students
familiar with what they're preparing for we place as much emphasis on practical experience as in the classroom," said Vance.
Students interested in the outdoors visit
such places as Thousand Trails and the U.S .
Forest Service. City-oriented students visit
such companies as Weyerhaeuser and Northwest Bell.
Locally, the club has given donations to
the Salvation Army and also has helped run
the Special Olympics track and field events
for the handicapped.

It also provides a senior citizens'
Christmas party every year and puts on a
Halloween show at the Hal Holmes Center
for community children. A bowl-a-thon to
benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Associatfon
is scheduled for May 5 .
Vance said, "They are just a super group
of people."
But, it is not all work. . Members enjoy
many excursions throughout the year.
River rafting, skiing and going to Sonics
basketball games are just a few examples of
their leisure activities. Among the most
popular activities are "float-in" movies at
the Ellensburg city pool. They rent the pool

lnd;v1dual

In fact, the career area is growing so rapidly and stea~ily, curricuium revisions are
constantly occurring to meet the demand.
Now there are more than five core areas of
leisure services.
These specialty branches range from
thereapeutic recreation, a program designed
to "help re-educate the physically and mentally handicapped, " to employer recreation,
"a big money area."

Exerosc Programs

Exercise Equipment

Mon . thru Thurs
7 a .m . - 8 p .m

925-6633

video
rental

Art of Jewelry

mon

-·~- sat

'til 7 :30

925 956()

J0 9N P t>u r l

SU

Watch for the Art of Je·w elry video on MTV.

1

Don O'Connor, flute; Paul Yarnold and Trina Rice, participants.
Fiimed at Dick And Jane's Spot (Artslte}, Ellensburg.
Video con.t est starting. Submit fewelry-related video concepts to
Ed Erickson, Art of Jewelry 309 N. Pearl.
Winner to receive 14k gold handcrafted .20 ct. diamond ring.

is delivering pizza for lunch!

n
5

THE BEST IN
HOME VIDEO
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"Central's is the best program for leisure
services in the state," he said.
Fotheringham said that she chose Central
because she "can apply other college's
leisure recreation program classes and principles here. Besides, I like Ellensburg, and
Cent.ral has a good program."
If that is the case then Julie and Gopher.
as well as others, better be on guard.

Body Works

Floor Exercise

If you feel that "Pot",
Alcohol, or other drugs
are having a negative

-----u;-63-248':.....- ask for Ken Briggs

As if these advantages are not _enough, a
leisure services career appears to be quite
promising. Vance said that leisure services
"claims a 90 percent placement rate. "
Furthermore, he notes that there is still
relatively little awareness of the overail
scope it covers, even though the field is
"growing rapidly and steadily."
The precedent and. influence set by McCabe and followed by Vance continues to be
recognized. ·Almost all of Central's postgraduates in this area are landing positions,
Vance said.

For Women Onlv

Aerobics

Influence on your
personality, studies, or
, life In general, C~LL

late at night and watch films such as
"Jaws."
"Float-ins are great," recreation major
Kerri Fotheringham said. "We take all kinds
of water sports equipment and throw them
in the pool. Everyone has a great time.''

off any

coupon if you order a 13" or 16" pi:z:xa for

I

* wide selection of specialty
homemade desserts

* lunch and dinner specials
served Mon.-Frl.
The finest in town!

open 6 a.m. daily

LUNCH delivery (noon - 2 pm) and mention this ad.
Please menti.on any coupon when ordering . One coupon per order·
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Dinner theater
returns to CWU
By JEFF MORTON
Of The Observer
CWU drama professor Milo Smith and
the drama department will reintroduce
the ever-popular dinner theater on May
11, 12, 18 and 19 in the Tower Theater.
Robert Anderson's long-running
Broadway hit You Know I Can't Hear
You When The Water's Running will be
directed by Smith.
It boasts a hand-picked cast of 13, including four non-students.
Included in the cast are Everell Purcell,
CWU Conference Center: Guy Solomon.
University •Relations: Len Williams,
KQBE business manager; and Smith and
his wife Helen Smith. English department acting instructor.
A complete buffet dinner will be provided with the $12.50 admission ticket
and a wine bar will be available. All dinner theater tickets must be purchased in
advance.
Eve r since the last dinn e r theater production, Last Of The Red Hot Lovers. was
pe rform ed in the SUB ballroom in 1981,
Smith said he has had townspeople.
faculty and staff asking him when he was
going to do it again.
·'The reason the response for the dinner theater is differe nt than other plays is
because this is an informal fun time,"
said Smith. "This is also unique in that
you can have a nice dinner and then stay
in your seats and have the entertainment
brought to you."
Smith said for the dinner theater showings the people will be no farther than 40
feet away from the stage .
The reason some faculty members and
tdwnspeople are involved in the play is
because they have a m~mber of years experience. and that experience has provided them with some technique to work
with. Smith said.
He also wanted to provide the audience
with realistic characters.
"My wife and I play a 75-year-old couple . I think with our exper~ence and with

the help of make-up we can present two
older believable characters. I don't think
it would be fair to put a lot of make-up on
two 18-year-old kids and ask the audience to a~cept the fact that they are 75
years old," Smith said.
"Also. Guy Solomon is a married man
and a father and in the play he is a father.
It will be a lot easier for people to accept
him. We wanted believable characters." _
Acting won't be anything new to the
faculty members because they have had
drama experience in school. With this experience and the practical experience of
having a married relationship - which
the play is about - the evening should
prove enjoyable for them.
' Tm going to enjoy it a lot. I took
drama in high school and college but the
last 15 years I've done it off and on . So
I'm looking forward to it," Purcell said.
" I haven't had anything to do with
drama since my days in college ... said
Solomon. "Memory of the lines has been
my only problem. With the exception of
that, everything has gone well."
The play will have two special nondinner performances on May 10 and 17.
for Ce ntral stude nts.
"! think the . students will enjoy this
play because they will see some faculty
members and it is a play where they can
sit back and laugh ... Smith said.
"You'd better get your tickets now.
don't delay because they will go fast and
there is limited seating ... Smith said.
They will be seating 200 at each dinner
theater showing and 350 people at the
student showings.
Curtain time will be 8 p .m . each show .
Doors will open at 6 p.m. and dinner will
be served from 6: 15 to 7:30.
The complete dinner theater admission
is $12.50. No seating will be sold without
dinner.
Student showings will be $4.
Tickets are available now at Shapiro's
and the SUB information booth. Tickets
will not be sold at the door for the dinner
theater showings .

Campus religious groups
increasing in numbers
Ambassadors (CA). another Central Christian group.
Of The Observer
Swanstrum explained that most of those
Serving as a welcome mat, neatly typed attending CA have become "regulars" and
scriptures decorate the door of Central don't flow in and out of the group.
Typically. the CWU groups experiencing
junior Kevin Doyle, reminding visitors of his
growth are mainstream Christian faiths.
love for Jesus.
Two years ago while attending college. unlike previous religious movements on
Doyle became a practicing Christian campuses nation;:i.lly .
Most of the Central groups' goals and acbecause he wanted the '·assurance of going
tivities are centered around discipling and
to heaven."
Doyle is a member of the growing number evangelism.
Many students feel the amount of religion
of students attending mainstream Christian
campus groups - groups increasing in on campus has changed. Ten out of 20 Central students interviewed said they thought
number.
religion had increased on campus .
"I see a lot of fundamentalist Christian
Nationally. "Campus houses of worship
groups and they're gaining ... said junior
are crowded," according to the May 1983
Mick Shultz-.
issue of Newsweek on Campus. a_ college·"There seems to be a revival or Christianiorientated magazine.
ty." said senior Kachan Kapur.
Methodist and Lutheran groups at NorAuthorities believe the revival is the result
thwestern University in Illinois have nearly
of nuclear arms and the uncertain economy.
doubled in the past year. the article said.
according to the Newsweek article .
Mainstream Christian groups at Central
"I disagree that people are going to c hurch
are experiencing similar growth. according
because of th e economy . Many people have
to CWU religious group leaders.
been praying and people are realizing that
Central Christian Fellowship (CCF) is one
worldly ways aren't et ernal." said Doyle.
of the many campus religious groups inCentral sophomore Cami Dalton was a
creasing in student attendance. Last year
practicing Christian before sh e visited
CCF's average Thursday night attendance
Oasis. Dalton said she was just looking for a
was 60. This year the average has increased
Christian group to join but cites that other
to 100. said the fellowship's assistant director, Ron Eerkes.
people come because "they find what they
want."
Oasis. another Central religious group.
"At the college level it's a critical time in
has increased its attendance from 14. when people's lives and they find Jesus is the
it began four years ago. to an average of 50 answer they have been looking for." Dalton
said.
recently.
Although these religious groups are growAlong with the increase Jn members has
come an increase in faith.
ing. only three of the students interviewed
All of the Central religious groups belonged fo a campus religious organizasurveyed, a total of seven, said their tion.
members' dedication to the faith had grown
But most students felt the groups had a
stronger in the past few years.
place on campus as long as they weren't too
Similarly. 50 percent of all students con- "pushy" about others joining their groups.
sidered religion "very important" in a 1983
Central ·f reshman Christy Hood held a
national Newsweek on Campus poll com- common student view of campus religious
pared with 39 percent in a 1979 poll.
groups. "They are fine as long as they don't
"We 've seen definite growth," said Clint hassle me and they allow me my own
Swanstrum. student president of Campus choice."

By PAM SCHWANDER

~Nakarriichi Decks

Audibly Superior;
Exel usi vely STEREOCRAFT

Applications

The NEW GENERATION of famous Nakamichi Decks has
something for everyone! Three models boast UDAR * for
no-compromise auto-reverse performance. LISTEN!
* (Unidirectional Auto-Reverse I

will be accepted until 5 p.m., Monday May 7, for the positions of editor,
advertising manager and business manager of The Observer for fall
quarter, 1984.
Qualifications include:
Editor: Practical experience or class work in the area of print journalism.
Applicants should have completed Communications 347 (Editing) or an
equivalent and must be a full-time student.
Advertising Manager: Practical experience or class work in the area of
print advertising sales and design. Applicants should be familiar with sales
techniques, basic math and layout and design.
Business Manager: Practical experience and class work in accounting.
Applicant should have completed Accounting 251 and 252 and must be a
full-time student. Experience in sales collection is preferred.

I
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The editor and business manager positions are salaried. The advertising
manager receives commission on ads sold.
To apply, submit a letter of application, resume and the names and addresses of three references to Gil Neal, faculty adviser to the Observer,
Bouillon 243, Central Washington U~iversity, Ellensburg, WA 98926. For
more information, contact Neal at 963-1250.

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 5 P.M.; MONDAY, MAY 7
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Central Washington University
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Jazz groups set for a busy spring
By KELLY MILLER
Of The Observer

The Yakima Tribute is the Central jazz
program's way of saying to the Yakima
community "we are your university."
For the past five years, Central's vocal _
jazz ensemble and jazz band, both under
the direction of music professor John
Moawad, have performed a special jazz
night concert for the Yakima community at
the Capitol Theater.
This year's tribute is scheduled for May 8
at 8 p.m.
"People down there love it." said
Moawad. "People don't want to be educated
after working all day. They want to be entertained.''
A full night of entertainment is what they
get with this performance. The evening will
begin with the concert and afterwards there
is a buffet and social gathering.
According to Moawad, the people in
Yakima w:ould love to have CWU located
there. The tribute lets them know that, in
essenc~. "we are their university."
Moawad feels that there would be both
plusses and minuses for the jazz program if
the university were located in Yakima.
On the positive side, being in the immediate vicinity would enable them to play
a lot of conventions and luncheons, which
in turn means more money.
The negative factor would be an increased
demand for performances. This could lead
to exploitation of the band, he said.

415 No. Pine

(next to Penneys J

The tribute, which is co-sponsored by the
university and the Yakima Herald-Republic,
helps generate money for a scholarship
fund. The scholarships are awarded to incoming freshmen from the Yakima Valley
who want to pursue a career in music. Two
$1,000 scholarships will be available for the
1984-85 academic year.
The Yakima Tribute has a large draw
from the community and a lot of CWU alumni attend, according to Moawad.
Each year, the tribute draws a nearcapacity crowd to the Capitol Theater.
Moawad said that if someone really wants to
get in he usually ca~
"I wish we could have free concerts,'· said
Moawad. "I think music should be free."
Today, there is a need to charge admission fe.es for concerts because of a
diminishing budget and the fact that they
now have to rent the halls.
·
"The fat times have dissipated," said
Moawad.
Each spring, the jazz band goes on a high
school tour which promotes jazz awareness
and also is a recruiting device.
They are presently on their 1984 tour.
They will perform 11 concerts in four days
for several high schools.
At the end of the tour they will head to
Berkeley, California to compete in the
Pacific Coast Jazz Festival on April 28.
This annual tour also requires funds.
Moawad said that President Donald Garrity,
Dean of Students Don Guy and music
department Chairman Donald White are all

supportive of the jazz program.
"They do what they can," Moawad said.
But since they can't fully fund the program,
the band needs to generate additional funds
to cover travel expenses of food and lodgir.ig.
Jazz night is the groups' big fundraiser.
They hire out for other performances
throughout the year. They also sell cheese
and sausage to help finance this trip.
The funds generated also help support the
general music program including the orchestra, the choir and the bands. Moawad
said that jazz is the biggest draw and can
charge more for admission.
CWU has earned a reputation as one of
the finest jazz performing schools in the
United States, and "most certainly on the
West Coast," according to Moawad.
In 1972, 1973 and 1981. the jazz band
took first place in major jazz festivals. The
vocal jazz ensemble.won national awards in
1975, 1976, 1977 and 1978.
"I never go anywhere to get second
place," said Moawad.
But he says he is also a realist in that what
he expects of his musicians is that they perform their very best. The rest is left up to the
paid adjudicators who make a value judgement.
Moawad said he feels this system of judging is highly subjective.
"Who's to say who's best." he said.
"They're all winners."
Moawad said that to win means to do your
very best.
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Sports
Former prep star
finally gets to CWU
By KEVIN ROEN
Of The Observer
In 1981. Kirkland was the site of perhaps
the largest college basketball recruiting
battle in the Northwest.
Central coach Dean Nicholson was involved in that battle. but he, and many
other coaches. lost. Now. some three years
later. it appears Nicholson may have just
won that same war.
The basketball talent who caused the
recruiting upheaval was Juanita High
School's 6-foot-7. 200-pound Rodnie
Taylor. As a senior. Taylor averaged 22.8
points and 12 rebounds per game. Taylor
was rewarded with scholarship offers from
such prestigous basketball schools as
Louisville and the University of California
at Los Angeles (UCLA).
This spring Taylor enrolled at Central.
The road that brought him here is one of
academic hardships and tremendous
basketball talent.
The 1981 recruiting fight for Taylor involved 187 schools. ranging from NCAA
Division 1 to NAIA. All were vying for the
services of the young man who had virtually single-handedly -led Juanita to a sixthplace finish in the Wa~hington State AAA
tournament.
The school which finally received this
prize recruit was the first school to ever
contact him - the University of Oregon.
which sent him a letter in the ninth grade.
' .. That inspired me." Taylor said ... That
letter got me going. Here I am just a ninth
grader and a · major college is inquiring
about my abilities. That's what sparked
me."
Taylor made his decision to attend
Oregon at the end of his senior season.
.. I believed I was a Division 1 caliber
player. and I wanted to give Division 1 a
try. I also wanted to play in the Pac-10 conference .
.. I always had aspirations of playing for
or against UCLA. As a senior I decided I
wanted to play against UCLA.··
By.t it was more than basketball that
took Taylor to Eugene. Ore.
'Tm a family person." explained Taylor.
"I didn't want to get to far away from ·
them. yet. I didn't want to stay in the Seattle area.
"So I went to Oregon because it would
allow me to compete against UCLA. and it
wasn't too far away from home."
Things were looking up for the Oregon
Ducks when they invaded Washington and
came away with the state's two top players
- Taylor and Auburn High School's 7-foot
giant Blair Rasmussen.
Rasmussen was immediately thrust into
a starting position. Things didn't go quite
that well for Taylor, but things weren't going badly either.
"I did quite well my freshman season,"
Taylor said. "I was pleased with my performance
"I wasn't pleased with the amount of
playing time with which I was rewarded.
But all in all I was happy. I was doing what
I wanted to do."
Taylor's sophomore year was a
nightmare. He fell behind academically
and was forced to sit out the year.
Things got worse. As a redshirt, Taylor
competed in an exhibition game against
the Russian Olympic team, and because of
that game lost an entire year of eligibility.
The only option left to Taylor was to
transfer to another college, complete 24
credits. and transfer back to Oregon. So
last summer he found himself at the Col-
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lege of Southern Idaho. He completed 10
credits in the summer and had planned to
complete 14 more in the fall while playing
basketball.
That was when he got the bad news
about his eligibility - Taylor could not
play at the junior college level.
So he left Southern Idaho and headed for
the University of Idaho in Moscow. He was
then struck by more bad fortune.
"I had academic problems again. and
some personal problems" Taylor said.
"The academic problems were bad. but
they weren't that bad.
"I could have gotten reinstated to the
university, but I had some personal problems there that I didn't want to stay and
deal with. But my academic problems
weren't to the point where I couldn't revive
myself."
After his experience at the University of
Idaho. Taylor planned to make his way to
Lewis-Clark State College in Lewiston,
Idaho. That is where Nicholson re-entered
the picture, but it wasn't a sudden thing.
"Coach Nicholson got a hold of me and
he asked me if I would be interest~d in
playing ball here," Taylor explained ... And
I said 'Yeah, I sure would.' He's been talking to me ever since high school."
So Taylor now finds himself a student at
Central. and he likes what he sees. both
athletically and academically.
"Thing's are working out great," Taylor
said. 'Tm very pleased with the program.
I'm pleased with the players that are here.
There's a lot of talent. raw natural talent. I
guess that's all you really need with a
coach like Coach Nicliolson.' ·
As with all of Central's players. past or
present, when the topic is Coach Nicholson
it is virtually impossible to hold back his
words of respect and admiration .
"He can help a player capitalize on his
talentand help him grow as an athlete and
as a person." Taylor said. "He's good for
young men to come in and get help and
counseling. No one. had to sell me on him
as a coach."
Even though Taylor has taken what
seems like the polar route to get to Central.
he doesn't regret his past choices.
"I don't regret any of my decisions."
Taylor said. "I was a Division 1 caliber
player in my mind and in the minds of my
peers. so I tried Division 1. ·'
A pair of interesting sidelights surround
the basketball life of Rodnie Taylor. They
involve his brothers Tommy and J.D.
Tommy Taylor. Rodnie's older brother,
played at Central in 1978 and 1979. He
still has one year of college eligibility left,
and plans to use it at Central next year
playing with _Rodnie.
Tommy. at 6-7. 235 pounds, is bigger
than Rodnie, but both are considered forward material. Rodnie said Tommy is also
capable of playing the pivot.
The Taylor basketball tale does not end
with these two. The next is this year's
Washington State high school player of the
year, and Rodnie's younger brother
J.D. Taylor.
J.D.. headed for the University of
Washington next year. was the driving
force behind the Juanita Rebels winning
the state championship this year. He was
the most sought-after player in the state by
college recruiters. What's more, he makes
his older brother proud.
"He has a great deal of talent." Rodnie
said. "and he/has a state championship,
which none of the rest of us were ever able
to get.''
Since J.D. had a predecessor to the

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

RAMMIN RODNIE - Former Juanita High School all-stater Rodnie Taylor has
brought his stuff to Central. "Things are working out great," said Taylor, who
has made stops at three other colleges before settling at Central.

recruiting game in his own family. he did
not have to look far for some practical advice.
"I offered him some advice," Rodnie
said. "First of all I avoided talking
academics to him for the reason that no
one likes his older brother telling him to do
with the books.
"I told him he knows his responsibilities,
and just to keep level headed. Always
make' a rational decision. And I told him
the main thing about college is to be seen,
be in class and to become a part of the
system."
J.D. avoided some of the recruiting
hassles his older brother went through by

declaring early in his senior year he' would
attend the UW.
"I thought that was the best decision he
could have made," Rodriie said. "To stay
home where he has the parental influence
and the religious influence of my family."
There is also one more Taylor. Youngest
brother Bobby was also a starter on
Juanita's championship team. However.
Rodnie says Bobby'sfuture probably is in
football.
As for Rodnie, he is happy with the prospect of going to Central and playing
basketball with his broth~r.
'Tm doing what I want to do," he said.
"going to .school and playing basketball."
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Make a good buy
before you say goodbye.
Cl4

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.
This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.
To buy the phone you're leasing,
just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
Service's toll-free number. Or visit

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us
before you say goodbye. Then unplug
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

ATs.T
1-800-555-8111
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.
<Q 1!184. AT&T Information Systems

Yakima
2074 Yakima Mall
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CWU athletes, teams
to be honored May 21
Central swimmer John Sayre will defend
(volleyball), Colleen Burke (cross country),
his crown when the CWU male athlete of the
Lisa Carlson (basketball), Kathy Lang
year is honored at the second annual Kittitas
(swimming), Laura Crandall (track) and
County-CWU sports awards banquet MonTamie Hamilton (tennis).
day, May 21.
All Central teams are nominated for team
Female athlete and male and female
of the year honors.
teams of the year will also be announced at
Central physical education instructor Pat
the banquet. Track and field star Lorna MarLacey heads the list of hall of fame intinson was last year's female athlete of the
ductees. Also enshrined will be Gerald
year. Central's men's basketball team was
Malella. Thurman Landers. Dave Benedict.
the male team of the year and the Wildcat
Bud Snaza and Mickey Naish.
swimming team won female team honors.
Lacey was both athlete and coach at CenThe banquet, co-sponsored by the CWU
tral. The all-around athlete competed in
athletic department and the Ellensburg Daifield hockey. bowling. badminton. softball,
ly Record, will also include the induction of , volleyball. basketball and tennis either at
six new members to Central"s Hall of Fame
the college or AAU level. She was also Cenwhich originated just last year.
tral's women's tennis and basketball coach
for several years. ·
Athlete of the year winners will be voted
upon by Central Washington University
Malella and Landers were both national
fans and students.
NAIA champions in their respective sports.
Sayre, NAIA swimmer of the year for the
Malella was a six-time swimming champion
second straight season, heads the group of
in the 1960s, while Landers, now wrestling
ten males competing for the title. Others in
coach at Yakima's Davis High School. was
the running include Tim DeGross (football),
the 1970 142-pound wrestling titlist.
Bob Prather (cross country), Ken Bunton
Benedict was a second-team All-American
(basketball). Greg Ford (wrestling). Robin
in 1968 for coach Dean Nicholson· s basket·
MacAlpine (wrestling), Paul Harshman
ball team. Snaza was a football and track
(track). Troy Phelps (baseball). Paul
star in the late-1950s, and Naish was a footCobleigh [golf) and Eric Garretson (tennis).
ball and baseball player at CWU during
1949 and 1950.
Female nominees include Toni Larimer

By Rick Spencer/The Observer

WHAT A BODY - Central students Jim Newton and Satina Watson showed
off their muscles in last Saturday's bodybuilding contest at the Capitol
Theatre in Yakima. Newton placed second in the Mr. Yakima division and
third in the overall Mr. Central Washington division. "I'm happy with the way I
did," said Newton, who was in his first bodybuilding contest. "But I have a few
aces up my sleeve for this weekend's competition (the Evergreen State
bodybuilding contest in Wenatchee)." Watson, who has only lifted weights for
five months, placed second in the Ms. Central Washington light division. "I
kept staring at the judges and I think that might have helped me." The event
was co-sponsored by Hans Gym and J & M Glass of Ellensburg. Trophies
were donated by other Ellensburg businesses.

Stress in sports symposium
tO be ·given in SUB tomorrow
Stress in sports will be the topic of Dr.
Ronald Smith's symposium tomorrow in the
Samuelson Union Building (SUB) Theater at
lOa.m.
Smith. professor of psychology and
kinesiology and director of clinical
psychology training at the University of
Washington, will talk on the "Approaches of
Reducing Stress in Sports" as part of the
1984 Northwest undergraduate psychology
research symposium on campus.
A noted authority in the area of stress
management and sports psychology. Smith
has worked as a stress management consultant for such big name sports organizations
as the Oakland Athletics major leaguF
baseball team and the U.S. women's nordic
Olympic ski team.

While at Central, Smith will talk about
"situational and individual levels" of stress
relating to sports. The situational level offers
techniques to aid coaches in relating more
effectively to athletes and reducing stress by
increasing players' self-esteem.
Training to help athletes perform more effectively by learning to control the high
levels of stress that often impair performance is the approach Smith will discuss on
the individual level.
Smith is the author of more than 100 articles and several books, and is currently a
member of the editorial board of the Journal
of Sport Psychology. He is also an editorial
consultant · to several other psychology
publications.

Largest Selection of Beer
i~ Washington!

You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer. And for
the college ring that will speak volumes about you-and your achievements-for years to come.
What's ,more-you can afford it!
Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings
and save $25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles-from the

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.
Now is your time to get what you
deserve. And remember-,..nothing
else feels like real gold.

Thursday, April 26, 1984

Ne1N Feat.ures: Milkshakes
and Fla111e-broiled Burgers.

April 25, 26, & 27, 1984
10am-4pm
Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted.

over 200 brands
of beer ·

Ope.n 24 Hours
At Ellensburg's West Interchange

.c. 1982 ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc .
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Sportswrap
Philosophy works
for baseballers
Central's baseball team, winners of all six
of its games last week. appears to be reaping
the awards of coach Dale Ehler and his
philosophy of improving by playing the best
competition available.
Central plays two crucial NAIA District 1
games tomorrow when the 'Cats host Whitman University in a 1 p.m. doubleheader at
Tomlinson Field.
" They're big games for us, there 's no
doubt about it," Ehler said. "They've been
playing pretty well lately. At least we'll get
to play against another good NAIA baseball
team.''
Central goes into tomorrow's games with
a 5-1 record against NAIA opponents. Four of those wins came in doubleheader sweeps
over the Oregon Institute of Technology and
the University of Puget Sound last week.
The 'Cats District 1 record is 3-1.
Last week's wins upped Central's overall
record to 9-18 (not including Tuesday's
doubleheader at Eastern Washington). The
'Cats have won seven of their last nine
games, including a victory against defending national NAIA runnerup Lewis-Clark
State two weeks ago.
Central's record is much improved from a
2-16 mark it held prior to the L-C State win.
Including in that record was a 1-11 mark
against Pacific 10 conference teams and four
losses to the Warriors.
"Those games against tougher competition have helped us a great deal," Ehler said.
"Our performance last week pretty much
proved it."
While the L-C State game started Central
on it's current roll, Ehler said the team's two
wins over Gonzaga University last Tuesday
put the 'Cats over the hump. Central won
the two game_s 19-11 and 9-4.
''The wins over Gonzaga were especially
gratifying since they beat us four times
earlier." Ehler said. "We proved to
ourselves that a lot of the goals we set early
in the season are realistic. Now I think the
players believe in themselves."
Central's improved hitting attack led the
way last week as the 'Cats pounded out 75
hits ( 12.5 per game) while scoring 68 runs in
the six games. Besides the Gonzaga games,
Central beat OIT 9 -8 and 7 -4, and blasted
UPS twice 13-4 and 11-0.
The 'Cats team batting average entering
this week was .293, up from a .245 average
nine games ago. Central hit .414 in last
week's games.
"I said this team would be a .300-plus hitting team," Ehler said. "I just hope they can
keep it up."
Third baseman Troy Phelps le~ds the
team with a .422 average after hitting .550.
last week (l l-for-20). He drove in 11 runs in
the six games and scored 11 times. Of his 11
hits, he had three doubles, two triples and a
home run.
Mike Minniti had an even bigger week at
the plate, going 14-for-20 (. 700) in upping
his average to .408. He had 11 RBI, three
doubles. two triples and a home run.
-Other players with big weeks at the plate
included catcher Greg Douglas (.529),

Mr. G's
SERVE-U

designated hitter/outfielder Dave Bozett
(.444) and shortstop Greg Mooney (.444)
Pitching also showed glimpses of improvement last week. Greg Lybeck hurled two
complete game victories over Gonzaga and
Puget Sound, and Greg Fry tossed Central's
first complete game shutout in two years
with a sparkling three-hitter over UPS.
Scott Morgan and Mike Voelkel also pitched impressively in picking up wins in
relief against OIT.
-by Dave Cook
CWU BASEBALL STATISTICS
Through April 23
Hitting
R
90 28
76
15
49
IO
12
2
85
18
57
6
58
IO
27
6
88
19
56
12
55
5
28
3
5
0
11
0
33
9
28
7
7
9
16
2
15
2

AB

Troy Phelps .. .. .......... ..
Mike Mlnnitl ............. ..
Dave Bozett . .. .............
Joe Smith ..... .. .. ..........
Greg Mooney ........ .. ....
Greg Douglas ........ .....
Blake Johnson ...........
Ron Balmer .. ... ..........
Eric Brebner .... ....... .. ..
Darryl Johnson .. .. ... ...
JeffMcShane .............
Dan Kain .. ............... .. .
Bob Schultz ......... .. .....
Doug Snipes .. .............
Mark Stern .......... .. .....
.Brad Carlson ..............
Mike Elsen ............... ..
Clay Houck .. ..............
Don Pettie ..................

H HR
38 5
31
2
18
1
4 0
27
1
18
1
18
1
8 0
22
1
14
1
13
1
6 0
1 0
2 0
5 0
4 0
1 0
2 0
1 0

Pitching
W-L
IP
Scott Morgan ............... 1-1
20 . l
Rod Gibson ........... .... ... 2-5
34
Scott Poirier ............ .. ... 1-1
20.2
Greg Fry ... ... ................ 1-3
32.2
Mike Voelkel ..... ........... 1-3
22.2
Greg Ly beck ...... ... .. .... . 2 -3
27.1
Gregg Guidi ..... ..... ....... 0-0
3
Mark Fisher ..... ..... ..... .. 0-1
8 .2
Eric Shultz .......... .. ....... 1-0
14. 1
Ron Skogstad .. ...... ... .... 0-0
2.1
Dave Wllliamson .......... 0-1
3
Mark Remington .......... 0-0
3

BI
28
18
13
2
17
8
8
6
9
8
6
2
1
0
1
0
0
3

ER BB
9 13
25 21
14
7
24 36
18 16
34 19
4
4
13 14
24 IO
2
6
9
2
9
3

SB
16
3
5
1
4
4
4
1
9
5
0
0
0
0
4
1
1
2
0

so
8
21
13
18
13
18
1
1
3
2
1
l

Track & Field
Central's track and field team travels to
Cheney for the Eastern Washington University Pelleur Invitational on Friday and the
University of Puget Sound Shortwell Invitational in Tacoma Saturday.
Last Saturday, Central had its third invitational meet this season. It was the last
regular-season home meet for the team, but
the 'Cats host the NAIA District 1 meet May
11and12.
Tom Crowell had a personal and district
best of 22 feet, 11 inches in the long jump,
placing him first in the event in Saturday's
non-scoring dual meet with Whitman. He is
l l/2 feet shy of the national qualifying mark
of 23-111/2.
Crowell also finished first in the triple
jump with a leap of 45-11, more than two
feet longer than his previous district qualifying mark. His jump Saturday places him
fourth in the district behind te.a mmate
Pierre Crockrell who is second with a jump
of 47-7.
'Tm at my peak," Crowell said of his jumping lately. "Hopefully it (the peak) will still
be here for nationals.''
At the University of Washington Invitational meet last weekend, Central's Paul
Harshman finished second in the 10,000
meter run. His time of 29:41.5 was not only
a Central record. but puts him among the
top five NAIA runners in the nation. Harshman has already qualified for national
competition in the 5,000 meters with a time
of 14:20.0.
'Tm happy with my time," Harshman

Bth and Chestnut
(kitty corner to
Lind Science Building I

$1 59 6-pak, 12oz.cans
Store Hours: M-Sat. B-9"' p.m.
Sun. 9-9'5 p.m.
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ERA
3.98
5 .56
6. IO
6.61
7. 15
11.20
12.00
13.50
15.07
23. 15
27 .00
27.00

MEN'S TRACK BESTS
Through April 26 ,
RUNNING EVENTS: 100 - James Hasty I 1.0. 200 Joe lmhof22.7 . 400- lmhof50.3. 800-Greg Hinrichsen
1 :55.8. 1500 - Paul Harshman 4:00.6. 3000 - Harshman
8:22.0. 5000- Harshman 14:20.0". 10,000- Harshman
29:41.5• . 400 Relay - 43.8 . 1600 Relay - 3 :29.4. 110
High Hurdles - Steve Bator 15.5. 400 Hurdles - Bator
56.0. 3000 Steeplechase - Shawn Barrow I0:07 .6.
FIELD EVENTS: Pole Vault - Mike Spurr 12-6. High
Jump - Bill Patrick 6-4. Long Jump - Tom Crowell
22-11.Triple Jump - Pierre Crockrell 47-7. Hammer Dave Barta 156-3 1h . Javelin- Mike Powell 185-7. Discus
- Rick McElwee 150-51h. Shot Put - Patric,k 38-41h .
•National Qualifier.

Convenient, Quick-stop Shopping
Now Featuring:
$1 00 off fresh Dell Pizzas
Diet Pepsi

BA
.422
.408
.367
.333
.318
.316
.310
.296
.250
.250
.236
.214
.200
.182
. 152
. 143
. 143
. 125
.067

_said of his run at Seattle. "The guy who
finished third behind me qualified for the
Olympic marathon trials and it felt really
good to beat him.
" The runners I raced against were as good
if not better than the NAIA leaders so I think
I have a real good chance at winning at nationals." Harshman said.
In women's competition last weekend in
Ellensburg, Carol Christensen qualified for
the district meet in the 5,000 meters with a
time of 18:24.0. Her clocking places . her
fourth in the district.
Donna Olin surpassed the district qualifying standard for the third time this season.
Her throw of 137-8 bettered her previous
personal best this season by two feet.
Other district qualifiers for the men last
weekend at the CWU invitational included
Charles Christnacht in the 110 high
hurdles with a time of 15.6, Steve Bator in
the 400 hurdles recording a time of 56.0,
Cadieux leaping 21-0 in the long jump and
Matt Hagwood in the javelin with a throw of
179-11.
The only other district qualifier for the
women last weekend was Cheryl Leidel in
the 100 meters with a clocking of 12.8.
-by Brenda Berube

WOMEN'S TRACK BESTS
Through April 26
RUNNING EVENTS: 400 Relay - 51.3. 1600 Relay4 :24 .8 . 800 Medley Relay 1:58.0 . 3200 Relay 10:58.3 . 100 - Cheryl Leidel 12.8 . 3200 - Crandall 26.4 .
400 - Crandall 60 .9 . 800 - Shelly Heintz 2 :36.1 . 1500Chris Beatteay 5 :02.2 . 3000 - Kim Burke 10:46.0 . 5000
- Carol Christensen 18:24.0 . 100 Hurdles - Lona Joslin
16. 1. 400 Hurdles - Toni Donisthorpe 1:13.8.
FIELD EVENTS: High Jump - Karen Munge r 5-4 . Long
Jump - Katie Crowe ll 16-10. Javelin - Donna Olin
137-8•. Shot Put - Joslin 40-4. Discus - Jackie Conn
113-2 .
•National Qualifier

Women's Tennis
Central's women's tennis team, winners
of its last five matches, wraps up its dual
meet season with matches today. tomorrow
and next Tuesday.
The 'Cats host Whitworth College today,
then travel to Olympia Friday to pl.a y The
Evergreen State College. Central hosts Seattle Pacific University Tuesday before competing in the . NAIA District 1 tournament
May 4 and 5 at the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma.
Central, 9-6 on the season, downed
Yakima Valley Community College earlier
this week 7-2. Central also defeated Whitworth 7-0 and Green River Community College 5-4 last week.
Susie Muyskens won all three of her
singles matches to move her winning streak
to nine matches. She is 10-2 on the year.
Kindra Sloan also won t hree matches and
has won five straight and nine of her last 10.
Kathy Lange had her win streak snapped at
six when she lost to Green River.

CWU WOMEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS
Through April 26
MATCH
W-L
Sandy Ste rling(So.) .. .... .......... 7-8
Sherri Holmes (Fr.).... .. ......... ... 7-8
Tamie Hamilton (Jr.)............ .. .9-6
KlndraSloan(So.) .... .. ..... ...... 11-4
Sandy Bond (So.) ................ .. .. .0-3
Kathy Lange (Fr.) .. .. ............. ...9-5
Sandy Muyskens (Jr.) . .. ....... . l0-2

SET
W-L
14-18
14-18
20-13
23-13
0-6
21-10
21.-4

GAME
W-L
120-147
123-146
163-122
178-146
14-36
160-I08
139-60

Doubles
Holmes-Hamllton ........ ..... .... . .. 6-8
Sterling-Sloan ... ...... .......... .. ... .6-8
Bond-Lange ............ .. ......... .... .0-1
Bond-Muyskens .... .. .. .. ........ ... .0-1
Lange-Muyskens ...... ... ........ .. 10-2

13-16
15-18
1-2
0-2
21-5

117-126
148-176
16-13
10-13
146-74

Men's Tennis
Central's men's tennis team will seek to
snap a current five-match losing streak
when it hosts The Evergreen State College
and Lewis-Clark State University Friday in a
pair of dual matches at CWU.
The 'Cats currently have a 4-8 dual match
record. Central plays the University of Puget
Sound Saturday and Bellevue Community
College next Thursday before hosting the
NAIA District 1 tournament May 4 and 5.
In its last five matches, CWU has failed to
win an individual match. Central lost four of
those last week in 9-0 losses to Green River,
Eastern Washington, Montana State and
Whitworth Colleges.
CWU MEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS
Through April 26
MATCH
W-L
Eric Garretson (Sr.) ...... ... ... .. .. .5-6
Matt Weaver (Fr.) ....... .. ......... .. 3-8
Joe T eeley (Jr.) ................. ... .. .2-8
Rick Minifle (Fr.) .... .. .. ..... . .. ..... 5-5
Len Duncan (Fr.) .... ... ..... .. .... ... 3-8
Doyle Shaffer (Jr.) ................... 1-7
Jay Anderson (Fr.) ........ .... ...... 2-1

SET
W-L
10-15
5-17
4-18
10-11
6- 17
1-14
5-3

GAME
W-L
107-124
72- 113
62-122
85-89
81-118
31-88
40-30

Doubles
Garretson-Weaver .. ............ .. ...0-10
Shaffer-Teeley ........... .. ...... .. ... 1-7
Duncan-Teeley .. ......... .. ..... .. ... 2-0
Duncan-Minlfle .. ........ .... ......... 1-6
Anderson-Mlnlfle .......... .......... 1-1
Duncan-Anderson .. ... ... .. ........ 0-1

3-18
2-14
4-0
2-12
2-2
0-2

71 - 123
41-98
24-5
35-83
17-19
5-12

Golf
Central's golf team travels to Moscow.
Idaho tomorrow for the two-day University
of Idaho Invitational.
The ' Cats are gearing up for the NAIA
District 1 tournament at the University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma May 10 and 11.
Central is at the Western Washington Invita'.
tional next Thursday and Friday in its final
preparation far the district tournament.
This past Sunday and Monday Central
placed sixth in the 12-team Portland State
Invitational. The 'Cats 54-hole total of 926
strokes was 20 shots behind Division 2 winner Portland State.
Kurt Roddewig placed third overall with a
228 stroke total. His 27-hoie total on the first
day was 115, then he shot a 113 on thesecond day.
Dan Powell, who shot a 112 the first day,
and Kelly DeShaw each shot 231. Paul
Cobleigh shot a 237 and Robi Raab had a
two-day total of 239 strokes.
CWU GOLF STATISTICS
Through April 26
Paul Cobleigh (Sr.)............ .............
Kurt Roddewig (Sr.).. .. ... ... .... .........
Dan Powell (Jr.) ....... .... ..... .... ... .. .. ..
Kelly DeShaw (So.) .......................
Robi Raab (So.). .. .. .. .. .....................

RDS
9
9
9
9
5

STR
682
685
703
701
397

AVG
75 .8
76.l
78 . l
77 .9
79.4

See SPORTSWRAP, Page 811.

401 North Pearl 925-4330

INSEAM

9 30-730 p.m.

Selected Swimsuits 40% off
and
Collage Spring Sweaters 1599
All day friday, April 27th, only!
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Sports wrap

COED "X" LEAGUE (4 p.m.): April 30 - LombardlansJerry's Kids: Siberia Sun Bums-The Outlaws: Team ZeroThe Tav/Old Timers: Cracks and Sacks-Horseshoe: All For
Fun-(Bye): Bermudas-The Red Shirts. May 2 - Siberia Sun
Bums-Cracks and Sacks: The Outlaws-Lombardlans:
Horseshoe-All For Fun: The Tav/Old Timers-Bermudas:
Jerry's Kids-The Red Shirts; Team Zero-(Bye).
MEN'S "8" LEAGUE (5 p.m.): April 30 - Sweet
Panties-Eliminators; The Mile High Club-Big Larry's;
Cradle Robbers-White Lightning plus l; ExterminatorsHenry's; B Wing Bombers-Moaners: The Ball Club-No
Respect. May 2 - The Mile High Club-Exterminators; Big
Larry's-Sweet Panties: Henry's-B Wing Bombers; White
Lighting plus l-The Ball Club; Big Larry's-No Respect:
Moaners-Cradle Robbers.
MEN'S "A" LEAGUE (6 p.m.): April 30 - Big Stixlnternatlonal Club; Bad Mothers II-The Artesians: Don
Rasmussen-Prophylactics. May 2 - Bad Mothers IIProphylactics: International Club-The Artesians: Big StixDon Rasmussen.
COED "V" LEAGUE (6 p.m.): April 30 - MORAL
Watchdogs-Hedons; Uncultured Club-Four Players:

From 810.
322
335

Blll Frye (Jr.).. ........ ... ................... . 4
Allen Lacey (Jr.) ........ .. .... .... .......... 4
Brad Nelson (Fr.)...... .... ..... ..
2

166

80.5
83.8
83.0

lntramurals
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
April 26-May 4
WOMEN'S "W" LEAGUE (3 p.m.): April 30 - The
Bench Racers-Copenhagen Angels; The Playmates-Silver
Bullets: Cardinal Puffs-Straight Shots; The Vipers-B.N.B.:
The Pink Sox-Generic Softball Team. May 2 - Generic
Softball Team-B.N.B.: Straight Shots-The Vipers; Silver
Bullets-Cardinal Puffs: Copenhagen Angels-The
Playmates: The Pink Sox-The Bench Racers.

Gwuldmangs-MMP. · May 2 - Uncultured Club-MMP;
MORAL Watchdogs-Gwuldmangs: Hedons-Four Players.
COED "Z" LEAGUE (3 p.m.): April 26 - The Brew
Crew-Phi Strlka Outa; Out of Shape Beer DrinkersMarketing Club; Romlng Batlcans-Brewers; The Fun
Bunch-Screwballs; Seven and Seven-Brewhas; Soggy
Swingers-Al Monty Crew. May 1 - Marketing ClubRomlng Batlcans; Brewhas-Screwballs; Al Monty CrewSeven and Seven: Brewers-Soggy Swingers; The Brew
Crew-The Fun Bunch; Phi Strlka Outa-Out of Shape Beer
Drinkers. May 3 - Brewhas-Brewers: Screwball-Marketing
Club; Soggy Swingers-The Brew Crew: Seven and SevenPhi Strika Outa: Roming Baticans-Out of Shape Beer
Drinkers; The Fun Bunch-Al Monty Crew.
MEN'S "D" LEAGUE (4 p.m.): April 26 - Missing
Limbs-KQBE FM : The Master Batters-LES: Power Drinkers
II-Cutthroats: Horseshoe Master Batters-Keg Cdlar: The
Quig-The Tourist. May 1 - LES-Power Drinkers II : KQBE
FM-The Master Batters: The Tourists-Missing Limbs: Keg
G:ellar-The Quig: Cutthroats-Horseshoe Master Batters.
May 3 - Horseshoe Master Batters-The Qulg: Missing
Limbs-Keg Cellar: The Master Batters-The Tourists: Power
Drinkers II-KQAE FM: Cutthroats-LES.

MEN'S "E" LEAGUE (5 p.m.): April 26 - Tht' s,~uac!
AFROTC; Beaverplugs-KCAT Hezzillos : l'owt>r l>rinkt'r..,
Lumber Company: Less Filling-B Town Squids: Nomads·
Doesn 't Matter: Chocolate Thunder-Slammer Jammn
May 1 - KCAT Rezzillos-Puwer Drinkers; Dot"sn't .'vlatter· ll
Town Squids: Slammer Jammer-Nomads: Lumber
Company-Chocolate Thunder: AFROTC-Less Filling: !'ht"
Squad-Beaverplugs. May 3 - Doesn't Mauer-Lumber
Company: B Town Squids-KCAT Hezzillos: Chocolatt·
Thunder-AFROTC: Nomads-The Squad: Powe r Drinkers·
Beaverplugs: Less Filling-Slammer Jammer.
COED "Y" LEAGUE [6 p.m.): April 26 - Blue Chippers·
Call After 8: Rodney's Kids-Hadicals: Cows and Sows-Mat
Tai; Major Beef Injection and the Inflatable Dolls-FHITA:
ICBs-Diver Dog and His Bt·arded Clams: S.L.U.T.S.-Cal
Coolers. May 1 -Radicals-Cnws and Sows: Diver Dan and
His Bearded Clams-FHITA: Cal Coolers-ICBs: Mai
Tai-S.L.U.T.S.: Blue Chippers-Major Bt>ef Injection and the
Inflatable Dolls; Call after 8-Rodney's Kids. May 3 -Diver
Dan and His Bearded Clams-Mai Tai: FHITA-l{adicals:
S.L.U .T .S.-Blue Chippers: ICBs-Call alfrr 8: Cows and
Sows-Rodney ' s Kids: Major Beef Injection and the In ' !latable Dolls-Cal Coolers.

STUDENT SUNDAY

Th·e Thrill of Flying
It can be yours as an Air Force pilot. It's not
easy, but the rewards are great. You'll
have all the Air Force advantages such as
30 days of vacation with -pay each year and
complete medical care - and much more.
If you're a college graduate or soon will be.
AIM HIGH. See an Air Force recruiter for
details about Officer Training School and
pilot training.

Call TSGT Ed Hoff er

(509) 334-0505 Collect

A Celebration of God's Gifts!
May 6 -

9:30 a.m.

First Lutheran Church
512 N. Ruby - Ellensburg
925-2844
Rollin Swanson , Pastor
Mike.Sharp, Campus Minister

A great way of life

Well ... we're learning. • •
Just about everyone in the computer biz is learning how to package these little
marvels - We're certainly no exception. For example, we've found out that most of
you want to choose your own software. We now have a couple of packages without
software. We also have restructured our packages to make 'financing much easier for
you to obtain. In fact, since 48-month financing was a major stumbling block to
many students, faculty, and staff, we have established a credit source referral just for
the purchase of our Digital Personal Computer line.
We're also having a Digital representative in the store for one full day each week to
answer any questions that you might have about Digital products . Come in and check
out our complete line of quality Digital products. We'll learn together!

DIGITAL RAINBOW 100 PERSONAL COMPUTER
ffiNFIGURATION
#1

#2

#3

HARDWARE
One PC 100-A Rainbow 100 System Unit

Included

Included

Included

One YR 201 -A Video Monitor

Included

Included

Included

One PC1K1-BA USA Keyboard Country Kit

Included _

Included

Included

Not Included

Included

Included

128K Byte Total Memory

included

Not Included

Not Included

Three Industry Standard Operating Systems

Included

Included

Included

One LA50-RA Personal Printer

Not Included

Included

Included

SOFTWARE
QA 193-C3 POLY-COM CP/M
Communications

Not Included*

Not Included*

Included

QA066-C3 MBASIC-86 Programming
Language

Not Included*

Not Included*

Included

QA588-C3 MUL TIPLAN (MS-DOS)
Spread Sheet

Not Included*

Not Included*

Included

QA061-C3 SELECT-86 Word Processing

Not Included*

Not Included•

Included

$2,095

$2,495

$2,995

256K Byte Total Memory_ _

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE

(Excluding Sales Tax)
•All software items listed as "Noi Included" are available at The University Store at discounted prices .

Store. Hours
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday

8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Friday

11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday (with a few exceptions)
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Pick·· a Winner!
fhe Rainbow gives you good looks;
an award-winning design, and a
whole lot more. More of what you
need in a personal computer.
Best of ShowTwo Years in a Row
Winner of the 1983 and 1984 International Design Award* for
craftsmanship and engineering the monitor tilts, the screen is antiglare, and the keyboard is sleek,
detachable, and intelligently
arranged - so you work more
easily, more productively.
More Power
With the Rainbow you get more
power (memory and storage)
standard than most other personal
computers. It's ready to start
working for you as soon as you plug
it in.
Pick Your Rainbow
Choose from three compatible
Rainbow models. They run more
than 1,000 popular software
packages on any of five industrystandard operating systems.
You can tailor your Rainbow for
your particular applications.
The Rainbow Spans
Your Business Needs
You can start small and work up to
more memory, more storage
capacity, and more computing
power as your needs grow and you
begin to use more complex
applications.

128 - The Observer

With the powerful floppy-based
Rainbow 1OOB you can expand
memory up to 896KB. Plenty of
power for complex databases and
large spreadsheets!
With the IOOB's standard dual-disk
drives you can store the equivalent
of 400 typewritten pages without
switching floppies. And you can
double its floppy storage capacity, if
you wish.
Need still more? Get the Rainbow .
with the 5 Megabyte hard disk, the
lowest priced hard-disk system in
the industry. It stores up to 2,500

typewritten pages of words or data,
more than enough for anyone's
needs.

sharp reading, even when you
display your spreadsheet over 132
columns.

And there's more. The Rainbow
100 + with its I 0 Megabyte hard
disk. It stores up to 5,000 typewritten pages.

Keyboard. It looks great and feels
great. With its 105 keys laid out in
four logical groups, you can breeze
through reams of words or stacks of
numbers.

The Rainbow
Gives You More
Color. It dazzles you with up to 16
brilliant colors. You select them
from a palette of 4,096.
Clarity. Its high-resolution bitmapped-graphics monitor gives you

I

Convenience. You can stand
Rainbow's versatile system box on
the floor and save valuable desk
space.
Confidence. The Rainbow .is covered
by the industry's most
comprehensive buyer protection
plan** featuring one-year on-site
service, and a ''Hotline'' Advisory
Se.rvice, at no extra cost.

Compare the Rainbow with any
other personal computer. Once you
try it you '11 pick ... The Winner.
To see a Rainbow at a location near
you, call
1-800-DIGITAL, Ext. 150.

NOW AVAILABLE AT
* 1983' and 1984 iF "Good Industrial Design·
Award, Hanover Fair, W. Germany
**Limited Warranty.
©Digital Equipment Corporation, 1984. .
Rainbow and the Digital logo are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corp.
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